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The Student Government
Association (SGA) held its
second Story Time on Sunday,
Oct. 7. Saboor Sheera2i '13
told his story.
Sheerazi' s father came from
a wealthy Muslim family
in India. However , in 1947 ,
when the partition of India occurred , Sheerazi's father and
family were forced to move
and lost everything. "He went
from having everything to literally having nothing, " Sheerazi said.
In hopes of starting a new
life , Sheerazi' s father bought
a one-way plane ticket to
the United States. However,
Sheerazi explained , his father
needed to find a wife. Per the
advice of Sheerazi's grandfather, his father bought another one way ticket , this time
to London , where an eligible
bachelorette was supposed to
be waiting.
Once he arrived , he realized "the girl was already
married , but she had three
sisters ," Sheerazi said. The
youngest of the three married
Sheerazi's father within the
month and the couple moved
to Queens, New York.
Sheerazi explained how he
grew up in a "very devout and
conservative Muslim household ," but his experience in
New York public schools was
drastically different from his
home life. "That kind of dualism kind of shaped me ," he
said.
Although Sheerazi earned
excellent grades throug hout
all levels of schooling, he
was involved in a great deal
of "hooliganism ," he said.
Looking back at elementary school , "The first thing I
think of is fighting....We 'd
beat each other until someone
couldn 't continue ," he explained. "[Because we] never
got arrested...[there was] no
reason for us to curb our behavior ," he said.
During his first year of hi gh
school , Sheerazi said that he
became "a massive nerd. " He
had placed into one of New
York's specialized schools ,
the Bronx High School of Science. While there , he became
involved in the math team , the

Head Football Coach Jonathan Michaeles values tradition.
The Bates alumnus , who
served as the interim director
of football at the College from
December until late February
of this year, recently started
his ninth year, on the Hill but
his first as head coach.
In the past , Michaeles has
held a variety of positions in
the football program and also
served as an assistant lacrosse
coach on the Hill. Prior to arriving at the College, he coached
at the high school level before
coaching at Allegheny College ,
the University of Pennsylvania ,
Fordham University and Saint
Anselm College.
Michaeles appreciates the
football program on the Hill
mostly because of "the kids ,
and the tradition that we have
here has been something that
is cherished by not just our
players , but the alums, and
it 's a neat thing to be a part
of for sure. When I got hired
here , I was sold completely
rig ht off the bat by the people
who made up this program ,"
he said.
Michaeles has a longstanding loyalty to the team 's
"Blue Team Pride. " "Certainly we have our own personality to it ," he said. "The
advice that I got from most
peop le was, 'Don 't try to be
something you 're not , just be
yourself and let that personality take over. '" He said the
team is recognized throughout the New England Small
College
Athletic
Conference (NESCAC) for being a
"well-coached , well-prepared
team that 's made up of toug h ,
tough kids. "
Michaeles has been influenced by former Head Coach
Ed Mestieri' s leadership style
and considers it "a model...
to follow" during his time on
the Hill.
"Our relationship over that
time is extremely close, and I
think there is a great amount of
trust and sharing of information.
From that I learned more in my
time here than 1 had in my previous 10 years of college coaching,
and this prepared me for this position for sure," Michaeles said.
The captains also see parallels

See SHEERAZI, Page 2
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belt hooks addressed a large crowd in Page Commons on Monday,Oct. 8. She is interested in the intersection between social constructs and problem-solving.
By THAXIA GIRALDO
NEWS STAFF

On the night of Monday, Oct.
8, Page Commons was crowded
with students eager to see and
hear bell hooks, the internationally acclaimed AfricanAmerican author , intellectual ,
feminist, social activist , spiritual adviser and pedagogue.
hooks has published over 30
books , many of
which have been
honored
with
awards and nominations. She has
published a plethora of children 's
books and scholarly and mainstream articles.
She has appeared
in documentaries
and lectures and
has been a professor of Appalachian Studies at
Berea College since 2004. She
has also taught in other schools
such as the University of California Santa Cruz and San Francisco State University.
The lecture was made possible by the women 's, gender and sexuality studies
program , African-American
studies , the education program , the Pug h Center and
the Pug h Community Board
(PCB). The talk is one of
many Pugh Center lectures

dedicated to mutticulturalism
and social justice.
The night began with Associate Dean of Students and
Director of the Pugh Center
Tashia Bradley welcoming the
many students that attended
the lecture and introducing
the PCB chair, Alex Murry
'13. Murray said that she was
delighted by student turnout
and then acknowledged that it
was Columbus Day. She challenged the celebration of Coi.
lumbus Day by
stating that she
would not give
praise to the
events that happened—such as
the genocide of
native people—
but she would
also not "pretend what has
happened
has
not." After some
student applause
for her comments on this national holiday, she introduced
bell hooks.
Her talk focused on how
to end domination by moving
past social categories such as
race , class , sexuality and gender, hooks prefaced her lecture , "Teaching Community:
Talking Race , Gender, Class
and ending Domination ," with
a funny story about breaking
her wrist the last time she had
been in Maine. She then told

hooks said
that she has
seen huge
changes
within people
through love.

the crowd about the new book
she is working on . Writing Beyond Race. She admitted that
she is now trying to shift focus because she keeps repeating the issues she writes about.
Now she wants to write more
about love as a bonding force.
"I feel like Martin Luther King
[Jr.] was so precise when he
talked
about
love as a force,"
she said, hooks
said that she
has seen huge
changes within
people through
love.
Her
insight
into this idea of
bonding across
racial ,
social ,
economic
and
religious
barriers is rooted
deep in her experience growing
up in the racially
segregated city
of Hopkinsville ,
Ky.
"Growing
up in the state of
Kentucky during the years of racial apartheid , I was taught that white
and black should not mix , that
separate but equal was better,"
hooks said. Not only was this
enforced through laws and regulations, but she said that her
family perpetuated the same
ideology about race and also
reli gion. "My parents were

just involved in the notion
that I shouldn 't involve myself with white people....My
parents were very religious.
I could not bond with people
that did not share my religious
beliefs." Frustrated over the
inability to move across these
social categories she asked
herself , "What do we have to
do in our lives
to move beyond
these
categories?"
hooks p laced
the emphasis on
border
crossing, but noted
the difficulties
in this process.
"In the reality
of our lives , we
live in a very
segregated society
where
people
stay
with people like
themselves ,"
said. But ,
bell hooks hooks
in order to truly
Social Activist
break past white
supremacy and
domination ,
hooks said , bonds must be
formed. "No one in this room
thinks we 're going to have
a love relationship without
conflict , but we think we 're
going to bond across differences without conflict."
hooks shared a time when

In the-reality
of our lives,
we live in a
very
segregated
society
where people
stay with
people like
themselves.

See HOOKS, Page 3

College Reps & Dems debate
By GRIFFIN METTO
NEWS STAFF

The Colby Democrats and
Republicans debated the political positions of President
Barack Obama and Mitt Romney on Oct. 4. Newly-hired Director of the Goldfarb Center
and Professor of Government
Dan Shea moderated the debate. Preparation for such a
debate "takes a lot of courage
and a lot of effort ," Shea said
in his introduction.
Representing the Colby Democrats were Ben Wexler-Waite
* 14 and Catherine Minahan ' 15.
Noah VanValkenburg '13 and
Henson Orser '16 represented
the Republicans. Both sides
outlined differences in the candidates ' visions in their opening statements. "Mitt Romney
couldn 't be more out of touch
with the 21st century," WexlerWaite said. Orser responded by
saying that a vote for Mitt Romney would be "a vote for growth

and prosperity," but a vote for
Obama would lead to a continued decline in American power.
The debaters moved on to
address a series of seven questions on topics ranging from
foreign policy concerns to economic issues. The first question
considered each candidate 's
character and how that would
impact his governing.
Minahan opened for the
Democrats, arguing that Obama
can relate more to the American people than Mitt Romney
can. "Obama genuinely cares
about the people struggling in
this economy," she said. She
added that Mitt Romney is a
businessman who "needs a
lesson in perspective. " VanValkenburg responded that Mitt
Romney is "a devoted father
and husband ," who embodies
the American ideals of hard
work and success. He described
a time when Romney dropped
everything to fly his co-workers to New York to search for

the lost daughter of another coworker. It turned out that the
daughter had been kidnapped ,
but was luckily found alive ,
partly thanks to Romney and
his workers searching the city.
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Concerning job creation and
the economy, Orser led for the
Republicans, saying, "The recovery GDP growth after a recession is generall y five to six
percent." However, it is cur-

Republicans and Democrats debate the merits of the presidential candidates.
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cover election
Story Time features Sheerazi '13 Alumni
Two c o l l e g e
alums f eature
on ABC news
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debate team and varsity soccer, all while taking honors
courses. Yet SheeraEi said that
"life got pretty boring. "
During his sophomore year,
"my life started changing a
little ," Sheerazi said , and he
again fell in w i t h a group that
engaged m illegal activities.
Sheerazi openly stated that
he "didn 't really give a shit
about college " as a senior in
high school Despite his attitude, he was the varsity soccer captain , held a lead seat
in the band , was SO points
short of a perfect SAT score
and had worked for two years
at the Columbia Medical Center doing research in an immunology lab.
If he was going to attend
college ,
though , Sheerazi
would need funds. His aunts
had gained control of the
home in India that was meant
to provide his inheritance
money and he had no way of
paying for college.
However , Sheerazi "had a
friend who was a year older...
who went to Colby on a Posse
scholarship. " The friend nominated Sheerazi for the scholarship and he began the interview process.
The day before the final
interview, one of Sheerazi 's
friends shot himself. "At the
time it didn 't really phase
me ," he said , but when he got
home at the end of the day, he
was struck by the gravity of

By SAVANNAHJUDGE
NEWS STAFF

Saboor Sheerazi 13 told a crowd
the situation. "It was a reality check.... We did a lot of the
same stuff ." he said. The two
spent time with a lot of the
same people. "It could have
been me, " he said.
Sheerazi realized ,"I could
have a real f u l f i l l i n g life
ahead of me, " he said. He
blamed New York City for
the death of his friend. He
knew that he needed to get
out of the City, and to do so
he needed to earn the Posse
scholarship. Sheerazi did so
and enrolled in the College.
Upon reaching the Hill ,
however , "1 immediately hated
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in the Pugh Center about his childhood and his path to the College.
said he was able to "cut a lot
it ," Sheerazi said. He said that
of the hooliganism out of [his]
the trees , the brick buildings
and the polo-and Sperry-wear- life. " However he assured the
ing students were much differ- crowd that he is by no means
ent from the life to which he "straight edge."
Joining the Pugh Commuwas accustomed. He had never
heard of lacrosse and said that nity Board (PCB) gave Sheerthe sport just looked like "kids azi the opportunity to meet
holding sticks p laying catch. " "people who are really kind ,
Sheerazi wanted to transfer, people who are innocent , peobut didn 't have the funds to p le who genuinely care about
other people ," which was
do so.
Despite his initial hatred , something he felt that he had
Sheerazi explained that most been lacking before coming to
students go through that tran- the Hill.
Attending
the
College
sition period at the College
and that the longer students was "the best decision I ever
stay, the more they like it. He made ," Sheerazi said.

Leonard discusses "Beast" alumnus
By GRIFFIN METTO
NEWS STAFF

History Department Chair
and John J. and Cornelia V.
Gibson Professor of History
Elizabeth Leonard spoke about
College alumnus General Benjamin Butler on Saturday, Ocl.
6. A restored portrait of Butler ,
an 1838 graduate , was unveiled
in the Schair-Swenson-Watson
Alumni Center.
Butler was bom on Nov. 5,
1818 in Deerfield , N .H. to Captain John Butler and Charlotte
Ellison. Butler was "red-headed ,
barrel-chested and cross-eyed,"
Leonard said. She added that although he did gain weight after
attending what was then Waterville College, upon entering the
College, Butler was diminutive ,
weighing only 98 pounds at a
height of five feet four inches.
He was also not a very good
student and graduated from Waterville College "with what appears to have been a solid C-average," Leonard said. However,
what he lacked intellectually or
p hysically, he more than made up
with in terms of self-importance.
Leonard said that Butler 's autobiography is "massive , rather
like the portrait. " She added that
he was also known for having a
massive ego.
In 1840 , Butler was admitted
to the bar and became a lawyer in Massachusetts. He also
became a Brigadier General in
the volunteer army. During his
time in the Lowell , Mass. area.
Butler "became a leader in the
cause of the 10-hour work day,"
Leonard said. He was also a suc-

cessful politician in the United
States House of Representatives
and , eventually serving as governor of Massachusetts.
However, Butler did have negative qualities and peculiarities.
When he fought for the
Union in the Civil War, Leonard said that his military skills
did not compare to those of
Napoleon Bonaparte , and he
may have "severely jeopardized" the Union 's chances for
victory on multip le occasions.
Nevertheless , according to
Leonard , "He was commended
for being one of the first Union
generals to make effective use
of the Gatling gun ," and he pioneered the use of hot-air balloons for reconnaissance.
In addition to "the Beast ," a
nickname created by Southern
whites who hated Butler , he
was called "Spoons Butler " for
his tendency to steal silverware
from military headquarters after dinners. He was also known
for corrupt actions during his
command in New Orleans ,
which may have resulted in unfair benefits for him , his family
and his friends.
However, Leonard made it
clear that there were noble features of Butler 's career. He was
known for his staunch commitment to the Union 's cause, and
he played an instrumental role
"in transforming the nation 's war
aims," said Leonard, by pioneering the practice of confiscating
slaves as contraband. This meant
that the slaves could be freed
rather than returned to their owners.
According to Leonard , Butler was one of the most outspo-

ken activists for black rights
after the war and he maintained
"an enduring commitment to
the underprivileged" in the Reconstruction South. One of his
most prized accomplishments
was passing a bill that limited
the Klu Klux Klan 's activities.
Leonard said. Butler also appointed the nation 's first Afri-

can-American judge while he
was governor of Massachusetts.
Although Butler earned average grades on the Hill , his actions elsewhere had significant
impact on the social landscape
of his time. The College commemorated his accomplishments by hanging the painting
in the Alumni Center.

News stations all over
the country are covering the
month-long debate series between Democrats and Republicans, leading
up to the presidential election
on Nov. 6. ABC
News
Digital
coverage
features two prominent alumni of
the
College ,
Amy Walter '91
and Dan Harris *93. Walter
is the political
director at ABC
News and Harris
co-anchors the
Good Morning
America weekend program.
In addition to their successes
with ABC , Walter and Harris
both hold honors on the Hill.
Walter is serving a three-year
term as an alumna trustee on
the College 's Board of Trustees, and Harris was presented
with an honorary doctorate
degree when he was invited to
be keynote speaker at the 200S
commencement ceremony.
On Wednesday, Oct. 3, Walter and Harris
provided coverage of the first
presidential debate
between
incumbent Democrat
Barack
Obama and Republican
Mitt
Romney. Walter
and Harris hosted a preshow
debate from 7 to
8 p.m. and later
provided live streaming coverage of the presidential debate. The live coverage aired

on ABCNews.com , Yahoo!
News , GoodMorningAmerica.
com and YouTube's Election
Hub through ABC News Digital.
In the preshow, Harris introduced Walter as "one of the
finest political minds in the
United States of America."
The two seasoned newscasters
conversed freely, exchanging
opinions and predictions regarding the upcoming debate.
"For the last
year, voters have
gotten a steady
diet of campaign
in f o r m a t i o n ,
mostly through
ads—and
most
of those have
been negative—
and through media
coverage .
This is the first
time where voters get a chance
to see these candidates
unfiltercd , and they
desperatel y want to see them
without all those other accouterments around them; they
want to see what they look like
one-on-one," Walter said.
Walter described the debate as
the most important night of the
election. The candidates focused
primarily on the economy, frequently redirectingmoderator Jim
Lehrer's questions back to this recurring theme.
Walter
and
Harris will continue to provide live
coverage online,
including
preand post-debate
analyses, from 8
p.m. to 11:30 p.m.
on the following dates: Oct. 11
(vice presidential
debate on foreign and domestic policy) Oct.
16 (Presidential
lown «a» on ioreign aomesuc
policy), and Oct. 22 (presidential
debate on foreign policy).

In addition
to their successes with
ABC, Walter
and Harris
both hold
honors on
the Hill.

Walter
described
the debate
as the most
important
night of the
election.

SAFINA NAMED MELLON FELLOW IN ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

NOAH KOPP/THE COLBY ECHO

Author and scientist Dr Carl Safina was named the f irst Mellon Fellow in Environmental Studies. He gave a talk on Oct. 9 about ocean conservation.

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log

Students debate Nov. election

PROFESSORS FEATURED ON CSPAN-2

From DEBATE, Page 1
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Threeprofessors werefeatured in CSPAN-2s "Book Talk" on Oct. 6 and 7. Taylor discussed her biography of Joan
of Arc. Scheck his book on Hitler s' African victims and Leonard her book on Lincoln sjudge advocate general.

hooks speaks to crowd in Page

Activist discussed
social categories
and domination
From HOOKS, Page 1

she had a conflict with a white
colleague over the New York
Times bestseller , The Help.
hooks criticized the novel for
demonizing white women and
painting them as peop le who
cannot be trusted , while her
colleague excitedly made all
first-year students read the
book. After hooks * critique of
the book was published, her
white colleague was infuriated. "I thought , 'OK , we had
this conflict but we shouldn 't
leave it in the space of not
talking and not speaking, we
should really try to see what
^
^
^

we can learn from this , '"
hooks said. After much discussion , they did. "We fixed
the issue and then we came
back together strong and our
next lecture was about 'What
does it mean to be able to
have conflict?'" Although
conflict might be difficult because "many people of color
fear getting close to white
peop le because they fear that
that moment will come—like
with her when she was putting
me in check ," hooks advised.
"It is not about conflict , but
about being able to deal with
it ," she said.
Dealing with such tensions
and moving towards the antiracist process begins with "acknowledging that we've been
raised to embrace the logic of
white supremacy. Then we can
accept this as the fundamental
aspect of our psyche and up-

¦
i
i
i ^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^

bringing. Then we can share
the common awareness that
each of us has to a critically
examine that early socialization continues to influence
us," hooks said.
After her speech , hooks hosted a question-and-answer section where students asked her
about topics such as environmentalism , children 's books ,
why she decides not to capitalize her name and her decision on her sexual orientation,
"queer past gay." She replied
that the decision of choosing
"queer past gay" is about challenging conventional notions
of gender and sexuality. "It is
the struggle to move past flat
notions about who we bond
with—bonding in forms that
are not sexual," hooks said.
This well-attended event
demonstrated students' commitment to matters of diversity.
"^
^
^
^
^
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rently down at only 1.2 percent.
He added that Obama's policies
have not worked for four years
and that Romney 's regulation
and tax code reforms would
make both economic growth and
deficit reduction easier.
Wexler-Waite responded that
Obama has done everything
he could , given the conditions
when he took office. "When
Barack Obama came into office , the economy was shedding
over 700,000 jobs per month,"
he said. Wexler-Waite expressed
the belief that Romney would
provide four more years of
policies like those of President
George W. Bush's administration and. would lead the country
down the wrong path.
On the topic of healthcare,
Orser argued that Obamacare
"doesn 't reduce costs in the
system," and will lead to continued overspending on healthcare in the future. Minahan said
that Obama needs four more
years "to implement and solidify" the change that comes with
Obamacare and that healthcare
"should not bankrupt a family."
In response to other domestic policy concerns, VanValkenburg said "government

In this
election, we
need balance.

Catherine Minahan
Colby Democrat

Obama "gave a fair and equal
shot to all immigrants born in
the U.S." and that "he wants
to recognize all marriages,"
while Romney does not.
Both sides also sparred over
energy independence. WexlerWaite argued that Republicans "have absolutely no regard for the environment," and
that Romney wants to give tax
breaks to oil companies. Orser
said that "the government cannot mandate that we just produce all this green energy," and
that Americans need to focus on
energy independence rather than
subsidizing green companies.

The last question of the debate focused on stabilizing the
Middle East. Wexler-Waite
argued, "President Obama
knows that the United States
should not use the military in
irresponsible ways," and that
Romney would apply Bush's
approach in Iraq to current
relations with Iran. He also
said that Obama has "severely
weakened" Al Qaeda and imposed tough sanctions on Iran.
VanValkenburg
criticized
Obama for doing "absolutely
nothing " to help thousands
of civilians "that are being
killed by their own government " in Syria. He argued that
"American virtue must always
be maintained" by military
strength and that overseas
weakness could be dangerous
to the United States.
In the closing statements, Minahan said, "In this election , we
need balance." She added that
voters need to value all Americans for their contributions and
that Republican policies would
not accomplish this.
VanValkenburg finished by
saying, "I think it 's clear that
we have two different paths."
He emphasized that a vote for
Romney would be a vote for
economic growth over the next
four years.

READ THE ECHO ONLINE
Visit www.TheColbyEcho.com for all of our weekly articles as
well as our blog. You can also get updates through our
Facebook and Twitter pages.

SGA meets, considers vandalism
By SAVANNAHJUDGE
NEWS STAFF

On the evening of Oct. 7,
^ members of the Student Government Association (SGA)
convened in the Robins Room
of Roberts Union for their biweekly meeting.
Updates from the Executive
Board
started
with SGA President
Morgan
Lingar '13 , who
informed SGA
that the idea of
having a student
multiculturalism
officer has been
temporarily set
aside for further
revision. Lingar
said that the proposed
officership may be reconstructed into
a fellow position
in order to provide the student
more opportunities to learn
about the responsibilities of a
multiculturalism officer.
Vice President Kareem Kalil
*13 took the floor next , providing representatives with a
recap of the recent Academic
Affairs Committee (AAC)
meeting. Members of the
committee discussed the Undergraduate Research Symposium, an opportunity in the
spring for students to present
senior theses and other longterm projects. AAC is considering giving all students a day
off from classes in order to attend the symposium.
Residential Life Chair Jack
Mauel '13 up dated representatives on the first meeting
of the Housing and Facilities
Advisory Committee (HFAC).
According to Mauel, the College is in the process of obtaining an electronic room
draw system. "It 's a $20,000
program...a big investment
for the school ," Mauel said.
Mauel also recognized Grossman Dorm President Ky lie
VanBuren '15 as this week's
Dorm President of the Week ,
complimenting her punctuality
in responding to SGA affairs .
Also in the executive board
report , Parliamentarian Rachel Jacobs '13 informed the
group that the College Affairs
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really has simply become too
big," and that the government
should focus on getting out
of the way so that economic
recovery can occur without
first worrying about social issues. Minahan replied that

Committee (CAC) is discussing the tobacco ban and how
to address student violations.
Publicity Chair Monica Davis
* 13 is also working to arrange
a sundae bar for future dorm
president dinners in order to
increase the attendance rate.
These dinners are open to all
students and allow them to
meet SGA members and voice
their opinions.
The meeting
then moved to
the Community
where
Forum ,
Colleen Fitzpatrick , a representative from the
"Yes on One"
campaign
to
legalize samesex marriage in
spoke
Maine ,
about
increasing student participation
at
the polls this
November. "In
2009 (the year
same-sex marriage was repealed by voter referendum
in Maine], less than half of
elig ible students voted ," Fitzpatrick said. Representatives
from the Yes on One campaign will be tabling in Foss
Hall this week
and again after
Fall Break.
SGA
spent
the remainder
of the meeting
discussing the
Alfond
Residency
Forfeit
Policy,
proposed by Senior Class CoPresident Nick
Zeller '13. The
policy
would
mean that students who commit vandalism
in the Alfond
Senior
Residence Comp lex
forfeit
their
opportunity to
live there.
The
proposal is still in its infancy,
and representatives from all
class years contributed to
the discussion. Zeller said
that the current "disincentive of probationary process
is not working....Symboli-

According to
Mauel, the
College is in
the process
of obtaining
an electronic
room draw
system.

:

call y, [the Alfond Residency
Forfeit Policy] could have a
much more effective deterrent
element than what 's in place
now." Zeller contends that the
symbolism of the Senior Residence Complex as a soughtafter place to live could be
used to the College 's advantage to deter vandalism.
SGA members posed multiple questions , especially
regarding how to define "destructive dorm damage ," and
whether or not it would be
too extreme to punish a firstyear student who commits
dorm damage in the Complex
by revoking his or her opportunity to live there three
years later. Mauel introduced
the option of implementing
an appeals process , which
was also debated.
Other representatives questioned whether this policy can
or should be implemented in
other residence halls besides
the Complex. Davis said that
this kind of policy, which eliminates the factor of one 's financial ability or inability to pay
the standard fine , would ensure that every student would
be held directly accountable
for dorm vandalism committed. The question passed with
a majority support after much
debate and will
go to the HFAC
and CAC for further discussion.
Additionall y, West Quad
Dorm President
Jenny Sher '14
reported that she
is working on
helping the College
Libraries
acquire student
input on new
popular movies
to purchase. She
will be sending
out a survey to
dorm presidents
soon so they can
distribute them.
Class of 2014
Co-President
Wayne Kim '14 added that he
is currently collaborating with
students on the iBike free bicycle rental program , especially with regards to obtaining storage for the bikes over
the winter.

The policy
would mean
that students
who commit
vandalism
in the Alfond
Senior
Residence
Complex forfeit
their
opportunity
to live there.

Recent graduates begin their Fulbrights
By ESTHER KING
FEATURES EDITOR
•'1 think you could say
I' m still in the "honeymoon
p hase * of c u l t u r e shock ,"
Fiona Masland '12 said. "In
other words . Taiwan has been
incredible so far. " Masland
is one of seven seniors who
graduated from the College
last May w i t h a grant from
the Fulbnght U.S. Scholarshi p Program to spend the
current academic year abroad
as a English teaching assistant. As current seniors begin
the yearlong application process of personal statements
and on-cam pus i n t e r v i e w s
this fall , last year 's recipients
are in the process of acclimating to their new environments and responsibilities.
The Eng lish Teaching Assistantship (ETA) is a Fulbnght
U.S. Grant awarded to recent
graduates to teach English as a
foreign language and serve as
cultura l ambassadors for U. S.
culture abroad. The size and
academic level of classrooms
that recipients are placed in
varies from country to country, rang ing from elementary
schools to university-level
institutions. Candidates must
specify a country >" their app lications, based on their personal teaching preferences.

"The great part of the Ful- could also be a teacher," said
bng ht grants is the openness Rebecca Chenard '12 , who is
to many different students. currently working in a highWe have students applying in school level "Gymnasium "
all disci pline areas at Colby, " school in Olsnitz , Germany. "I
Assistant Director of the Ca- think that my job will prove to
reer Center Leslie Kingsley be the most valuable part of my
"I' ve
time [in Taiwan],"
said.
Masland echoed.
noticed a con"It 's made me resistent
number of winners
alize how much
I need to learn
in
Germaabout
teaching.
ny,
Austria .
Every day proFrance and a
mix of differvides some new
ent countries
challenges , and it
in Asia and
can be exhausting, but ultimately
South Amervery
productive. "
ica." As part
of an initiative
For some stuto
promote
dents the grant
awareness of
also presented an
fellowship and
opportunity
to
scholarship
pursue
linguistic
Fiona
Masland
opportunities
interests and reClass ot 2012
such as the
turn to the country
Fulbright
on
where they studied
campus , Kingabroad their junior
sley
works
year of college. A
w i t h 13 faculdouble major in
ty advisors to help coordinate
East Asian studies and global
and track student applications. studies, Masland began thinking
The scholarship is designed about applying for the scholarto provide students with a ship while she was abroad in
unique opportunity to gain China. "I had begun compiling
first-hand teaching experi- a list of opportunities to return
ence. "I always enjoyed my to China after graduation. The
language classes and teach- ETAs for Mandarin-speaking
ers, both at Colby and in high countries are only available in
school and wanted to see if I Taiwan, but I decided to apply

"When you're
working as
a teacher,
you engage
with the
community
in a
different way."

because 1 wanted to improve my I want to do with my life,' I
Chinese wherever I ended up," knew that I wanted this next
post-graduation part to be exMasland said.
For Susannah Hufstader ' 12, citing, to have newness and
a German and history double travel , to allow me to teach
major, Germany was a clear and learn languages and generchoice. Her junior year, Huf- ally to challenge me," she said.
Hirsch is curstadeT
travrently teaching
eled to Berlin
English in Moover
JanPlan
rocco and emto do research
phasized
that
for an indealthough
the
pendent study
scholarship is fobefore spendcused on teaching the spring
ing, it has mostly
semester in at
been a humbling
the University
and
enriching
of Freiburg in
learning
expeSouthern Gerrience so far.
many. "I had
"I think being
always thought
abroad is just a
of it as a noreall y
concenbrainer for the
trated life experiyear after gradSarah
Hirsch
ence-everything
uation ,"
she
Class ot 2012
is new and powsaid. "1 figured
erful , and there 's
I could always
so much to see,"
start doing anyshe said. "It's
thing a year
little like being
later , but an opportunity to live in Germany an infant: constantly amazed
and
crying."
For most of the
on a stipend right after college
would be a unique way to tran- scholarship reci pients, this year
is their first time living outside
sition into the next step."
Sarah Hirsch ' 12, an English of the U.S., as opposed to travmajor with a concentration in eling as a student or a tourist.
By living directly in the
creative writing, echoed Hufstader 's sentiment. "I applied community where they teach ,
students
are able to interact
for a Fulbright grant because,
although I don 't know 'what with and learn from the cul-

"I knew I
wanted this
next postgraduation
part to be
exciting, to
have newness
and travel."

ture in a more unmediated way.
"I' m granted a lot of trust and
chances to share with people
here and really get to know
them... this above all perhaps,
this chance to be real , is significant in life points ," Hirsch
said. "When you 're working as
a teacher, you engage with the
community in a different way,"
Masland agreed.
Depending on the country
and the institution , the teaching assistants are mostly left
to their own devices. Although
culture shock was not a concern
for Hufstader, this year is the
first time she is living on her
own in "a foreign country. "The
job as a teaching assistant is
hard because nobody tells you
what to do; it is very much a
self-defined job. But the challenge of reall y not knowing
anyone is also one of my favorite aspects ," she said.
"My biggest challenges so
far have been being alone and
far away from my favorite people ," Hirsch said. Moving from
college life into post-college
life can be challenging and disorienting, but for some students
the solution has been to counter that change with an even
greater one. "I' m pretty sure
that life after graduating is a
little like jumping off a cliff no
matter which direction you're
pointed ," Hirsch said.

Spotlight on Ballroom Club
By ANYA FATEEVA
NEWS STAFF
Although ballroom dancing
is considered to be proper and
refined , the atmosphere at the
lesson in LoPo last Thursdaj
evening was free and easy.
Instead of dancing shoes,
people were in their socks.
"What are we going to dance
tonight?" asked the choreographer , Bruce Olsen '76. The
dancers asked for 20 minutes
of review , before tackling
new dance steps.
Olsen and Shameeka Murphy '13. his assistant , know
at least 20 different dances
and can teach students whatever they w a n t to learn. The
class started w i t h a slow and
majestic w a l t z ; next came
a s t i r r i n g swing and quick
salsa. "I like that the c l u b
allows students-regardless
of skill level-to work on a
wide variety of dances ranging from w a l t z to tango, "
one of the b a l l r o o m dancers ,
Alexandre C a i t l o t ' 1 3 , said.
"The fact that we have both
an instructor and an experienced student leader means
that we receive p e r s o n a l i z e d
training. "
Olsen owns a dance studio
in downtown Waterville and
has been a ballroom dance
instructor at the College for

10 years. His own dance ex- impressive choreography for
perience is twice as long. "I a longer amount of time. The
love teaching here , as col- performances are evaluated
lege kids are enthusiastic by a panel of judges made up
and they pick it more quickly
of three professors and three
than adults ," he said.
students. A charismatic host
His assistant , Murphy, has also introduces each dance
been dancing for five years and asks jud ges to share
and has been the president
their t h o u g h t s about the perof the ballroom
formances. At
dance club at
the end of the
the College for
show, the top
the last three.
three
couples
In
addition
receive prizes.
to the weekly
Last year the
lessons
Murwinning
duo
phy organizes
received a big
"Dancing With
basket full of
the Stars "-one
sparkling juice ,
of the most exfruits and canciting
shows
dies and second
at the College.
place
contes"The idea of
tants were each
Colb y 's Dancawarded a S I 0
ing With the
gift-card for the
Stars is that
College bookeach
couple
store .
was a student
This
year
dancing
with
the
ballroom
Alexandre Caillot dance club is
faculty
staff.
Class ot 2013
So we had difgoing to carry

"I like that the
club allows
students...
to work on a
wide variety
of dances
ranging from
waltz to
tango."

ferent
professors
dancing.
The coach of
the basketball team danced
last year. So it was a lot of
fun ," she said.
Every year a few couples
take part in the Dancing With
the Stars. Their performances
take no more than half a minute , as it is d i f f i c u l t to plan

Did somebody say

ROAD TRIP!?

We're headed your way! See you at the
grad fair on your campus.

out
Dancing
With the Stars
once
again.
A n y member of the club can
take part in the c o m p e t i tion. C u r r e n t l y the club has
about 70 people , from firstyears to seniors.
Up until 2009 , the ballroom dance club also participated in dance competitions
with Harvard , Brown and
other college teams. Over
the past few years , a lack of
interest has stopped the club
from entering further contests. "It 's a lot of work and
takes up a lot of time at the
end of the semester, usually
around exam time. It is not
easy to find a bunch of students interested in devoting
the time and energy needed ,"
Olsen exp lained.
So far t h i s s e m e s t e r ,
the c l u b has seen b e t w e e n
f i v e and 12 peop le at its
w e e k l y l e s s o n s . On the one
h a n d , it m e a n s p e r s o n a l • i z e d t r a i n i n g for the h a n d ful of s t u d e n t s p r e s e n t . On
t h e o t h e r h a n d , M u r p h y aff i r m s t h a t t h e c l u b needs
m o r e s t u d e n t s to a t t e n d
l e s s o n s on a r e g u l a r basis
and is h o p e f u l t h a t s t u d e n t
i n t e r e s t w i l l p i c k up a g a i n .
When t h e r e are more people , it is easier , and it is
m o r e fun to teach and to
l e a r n the dances.

COURTESY OF KSEP.ORG

The College s antigravity monument has changed locations several times since Babson donated it in 1960

Defying gravity on campus
By ANNE KETTLER
NEWS STAFF
In 1960, successful businessman and scientist Roger
Ward Babson made a generous donation to the College.
But instead of money, Babson
donated stocks of the American Agricultural Chemical
Company worth over $12 ,000
with two explicit conditions:
the stocks could not be sold
for 35 to 40 , years and an antigravity monument should be
placed on campus.
The College wasn 't the
only college to receive Babson 's odd donation; 12 other
colleges , including fellow
New Eng land Small College
A t h l e t i c Conference institutions Tufts and Middlebury,
the University of Tampa in
Fla. and Wheaton College in
HI. all have antigravity monuments on their campuses.
Born in 1875 , Babson
worked his way up from carrying water to circus animals
to becoming a prominent investment banker and a candidate for the Prohibition
Party in the 1940 presidential election. Babson also had
a special interest in higher
education and founded Babson College in Mass., Utopia
College in Eureka , KS and
Webber International University, in Babson Park Fl. But
following the death of his
sister, he dedicated the rest
of his life and much of his
fortune to the study of gravity, catalyzed by the tragic
drowning accident. Years lat-

er, in 1947 , Babson 's grandson died in another drowning
accident , prompting an essay
entitled "Gravity-Our Enemy Number One " and the
foundation of the Gravity Research Foundation in 1949.
Babson began donating
antigravity memorial stones
to college campuses in trie

The stone
was habitually
rolled or
pushed over
in an "ironic
testament
to gravity's
power."

1960s , largely to promote the
Foundation 's mission. The
stones all bear different inscriptions that ask students
to remember the importance
of scientific research on
gravity. The College 's own
monuments bears the inscription , "It is to remind students
of the blessings forthcoming
when a semi-insulator is discovered in order to harness
gravity as a free power and
reduce airplane accidents. "

The College 's antigravity
stone was inaugurated in 1964
and has been relocated many
times since then. Colby Historian and former Dean Earl
Smith said , "The stone 's been
moved so many times I barely
remember. This is probably
the fourth time it 's moved. "
In addition to format relocations , the stone was habitually rolled or pushed over in
an "ironic testament to gravity 's power," a tendency for
which the College receives a
special mention on the Gravity
Research
Foundation
Wikipedia page. The stone
originally resided near the
Keyes Building, "standing
up like a tombstone ," making it "quite tempting to tip
over ," Smith recalled. When
the stone was moved across
campus to the Colby Green
outside
the Schair-Swenson-Watcon Alumni Center ,
it was placed horizontally.
"They laid it on its back to
make it harder to tip over, "
Smith said.
The stone 's most recent
location on the Colby Green
became problematic when
construction for a new science building started (his fall.
With construction due to be
comp leted in 2014 , the stone
may be destined to keep moving around campus. "I hope
they find a place to put it , but
I don 't know where that place
should be ," Smith said.
Despite these concerns , the
stone will stay on campus to
continue to remind students
of the importance of scientific research on gravity.

SHOCPresents
New member of Admissions \ JBodyiriage
Awareness
Week

STAFF PROFILE: KRISHNA CANNON

Cannon creates new strategiesto reach out to students

with prospective students."
By SARAH BARRESE
The emphasis on social
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR
media in college recruiting has increased in recent
Filling a new adminis- years due to the Internet 's
trative position . Associate overwhelming prevalence.
Director of Admissions "As prospective students
Communications Kristina have more online resources
Cannon arrived on the Hill to use , colleges and univerlast June in preparation sities need more sop histifor the upcoming school cated online strateg ies for
year. Her addition to the communicating with them
staff highlights a recent at every touch point ," Kim
push for increased social A. Reid , Vice President
media interaction between for Research Operations at
the College and prospec- Maguire Associates , said ,
as quoted in Maguire Astive students.
"I am the liaison between sociates * Sept. 27 article
the Admissions and the in The Sacramento Bee,
Communications office ," "Success here rests on unCannon explained over a derstanding how and when
buffalo chicken quesadilla students use the web and
in the Joseph Family Spa. social institutional efforts
She chose that meal , in par- to meet those needs. It 's all
ticular , because she feels part of a much larger dig ital strategy.
she can t tell
So far, Canpeople
what
non is off to a
it 's like
to
successful start
be a student
on the Hill.
here "
until
Cannon is
Last week , Apshe "interacts
dedicated
with some of
ple
approved
a new Admisthe students."
to
finding
sions
iPad apOrdering the
Spa 's most renew ways to plication for
nowned item
the
College ,
accurately
and Cannon is
seemed like a
awaitlogical startportray life eagerly
ing point.
ing its launch.
As a mediary
on the Hill to Her other
projects have
between
Adprospective included adaptmissions
and
ing the ColC o m m u n icastudents.
tions, Cannon
lege 's
Facebook page to
interacts with
include
proboth
offices
spective
stuand facilitates
dents ,
and
their overlap.
Her primary focus is "social working alongside insidemedia ," namely "anything Colby videograp hers to uprelated to communicating date recruiting techniques.

By ANNA DOYLE
& MEGAN MACKENZIE

STUDENT HEALTHON CAMPUS

Welcome to a typical day
as a Colb y student. You are
probably reading this article
as you eat a quick breakfast
before your 9 a.m. class , if
you are eating breakfast at
all. Your schedule is packed
today: class until noon , a
meeting with your professor
at 1 p.m., seeing your CCAK
mentee at 2 p.m., sports practice at 4 p.m. and three backto-back club meetings tonight.
Add in time to work on your
essay that 's due next Tuesday
and study for Friday 's French
HANNAH TUTTLt /IHtWJLBYtt-HU
test , and you 're considering
Kristina Cannon will f o c uon
s social media to contact prospective students.
adopting the life of a hermit in
order to get everything done.
Your morning classes are
Before coming to the
"Basically, I get direcCollege , Cannon held a tion from the Admissions now over and it 's time for
lunch.
Foss is serving dishes
similar position at Unity team and then coordinate
College , a small academ- that throug h the Commu- that you can actually proic institution in Unity, nications office ," Cannon nounce today, and they sound
Maine. Her experience said. "I think [the job was both delicious and healthy.
also includes media p lan- created] because the admin- However, your roommate is
ning in Boston , Mass. istration wanted to created having an emotional breakCannon received a Bache- a seamless project manage- down and you promised you
lor of Science degree from ment approach [between would meet her at the spa for
Emerson College in 2007 the tasks that the Admis- a crisis intervention. You wait
in communications and is sions and Communications in line for approximately 12
years and consider reaching
currently working towards offices share.]"
a Master 's degree in MarRecently returned from for a salad , but by the time you
keting from Southern New her honeymoon in Mexico , get to the cashier , the overHampshire University.
Cannon expressed her ex- whelming stress of the day
Recently, Cannon pre- citement about immersing has you craving comfort food:
sented "a new segmented herself in student life on french fries and a large soda.
By your 2 p.m. meeting
communications p lan " that campus. "I' m getting a late
will allow the College "to start ," she said. "But... I with your mentee you are
hungry
again and feeling rathstart sending out differ- want to get to know the
ent communications plans students. " For Cannon , er lethargic , so you stop by a
to different students ," and experiencing campus cul- vending machine and buy an
thereby appeal to a larger ture is essentia] and she is energy drink and a granola
variety of students. Can- dedicated to finding new bar. Good to go, right?
That night at practice , all
non looks forward to a ca- ways to accurately portray
reer full of technological life on the Hill to prospec- your teammates seem to be running circles around you as you
advances in recruiting.
tive students.

find that you can barely even
lift your legs. You're sure to
feel better after a nice hearty
dinner; too bad you have to eat
quickly in order to get to your
club meeting at 7 p.m.
By 10 p.m. while stud ying
in Miller , your sugar cravings are getting the best of
you , and you munch on a
snickers bar to power you
through the night. You finall y get to bed by I a.m.,
and get ready to do it all over
again tomorrow.
In the hectic Colby bubble ,
sometimes we don 't take the
time to care for the health of
our bodies. Busy schedules
can make us feel like we don 't
have the time to sit down for a
well-balanced meal. However, taking the time to fuel your
body rig ht will give you the
energy you need in the long
run. The next time you 're at
the dining hall , try to get a
good balance of protein , carbs
and fats , and reach for fruits
and vegetables of all colors .
This will ensure that you get
the nutrients for both your
brain and muscles to power
through late night study sessions as well as your next big
game. Also , more wholesome
foods will help you sustain
your energy levels throughout
the entire day, so you 're less
likely to experience that lateafternoon crash.
We 're not saying you
shouldn 't ever eat another candy bar or quesadilla;
sometimes you really just
need some food for the soul.
Just don 't forget the healthy
stuff too.
Remember to give your
body both the nourishment
and the love it needs and deserves. Your body and mind
will thank you.

Ask Andrea Breau: Feminism on the Hill?

Monthly Q&A with the Director of the Gender and Sexual Diversity program
going to the root. "
I was recently invited
to attend and help facilitate the "Every BODY is
a feminist" PC Coffee.
This gathering of passionate students very quickly
identified the "root " of the
problem that feminism as
a political movement has
faced historically (and that
bell hooks and many other
feminists began writing
about in the late '70s and
early '80s). U.S. feminism ,
like most American social
movements—including the
labor movement , the sexual
revolution , and gay libera tion—has a very real racist past (and present! U.S.
society is not "post-racist "
by any means). Though the
conversation did eventually turn toward what I would
say is the root of the promise that feminism mi ght offer to Colb y, it was much
slower in coming, and I left
thinking I had something
important to learn from this
WEIMJNG HUANG/THE COLBY ECHI5
experience. It 's relieving to
AndreaBrain '03 is the Directorof the Gender and Sexual Diversif y Program
see that young students are
so informed as to histories
Echo: In the past week , humor me while I sugges t of exclusion within social
with bell hooks ' visit tc ¦ that there might even be il movements , like feminism ,
campus and the student-led 1 need for a radical feminis t But I was struck with how
"This is What a Feminist movement at Colb y. Thi ,1i hard it was for them to also
see the promise of femiLooks Like " visibility cam- probably just conjured im
nism beyond its caricapaign, there has been a lol ages of hysterical , man-ha
ture (and we can blame the
of talk about feminism or i tin , ' bra-burnin , ' white , la
campus. As director of the dy-hippies for you. Thougl i mass media for that) and its
very real mistakes (adding
I mean something differ
gender and sexual diversity
to the list such zingers as
program , do you think the ent in calling for a radi
College needs feminism oi cal feminist movement a t classism , heterosexism , colonialism and imperialism ,
a feminist movement?
Colby, it is not entirely un
related to the history fron i Eurocentrism , etc.). I write
this as my own way of grapBreau: Well , I like tci which these cultural fanta
think that I' ve been hired i sies arise—after all , ange r pling with these questions
and of figuring out how to
by Colby specifically tc at social injustice ("hys
proclaim: "Heck yes we teria "), acknowledge men t be a better feminist leader
on this campus.
need
feminism!"
(And I of systemic sexism (" man
If we are indeed committhat 's not to say that nc • hating ") and a critiqui :
one else at Colby has been of punitive beauty norm:1 ted to thinking critically
about social movements
proclaiming the same , but ("bra-burning ") are cer
that address difference ,
rather , that Colby is now tainly a part of feminism
paying someone to say it So let 's start with what I it 's also important to reas their particular , full- do mean by radical—mos t member that the civil
time job. Lucky gal!). Now simply defined as "of o\r rights movement, indig-

enous and ethnic nationalisms , anti-colonial movements , as well as the labor
movement , sexual revolution , and gay liberation
movements
have
quite

Colby,
precisely
because of ,
not despite,
[our]
gender,
racial, sexual
and class
norms, needs
a radical
feminist
movement.
trenchant sexist pasts (and
presents! We 're certainly
not a "post-sexist " culture ,
either). It is precisely at
the problematic intersection between the racist
exclusions of anti-sexist
movements and the sexist exclusions of anti-racist movements where the
most radical promise of
feminism arose—through
feminist of color theorizing and scholarship, activism and organizing. In
the 40 plus decades that
have followed , feminist
scholarship
and
activism has turned its attentions to white supremacy,
capitalist
exploitation ,
heterosexism , fundamentalist nationalisms and xenophobia, and the sexist
legacies that allow them to
continue. This is where we
should be looking in terms
of the radical promise of

feminism at Colby; it 's
I'd like to end by positwhere we should start if ing then , that the problem
we really mean to get right is not feminism per se , but
the ways in which we all
to the root.
Feminism , as bell hooks perpetuate feminism as a
argues , is at its roots a dirty, no-good word when
movement to end sexism , we name it as the problem.
and we all are raised to ac- Perhaps it is dismissed as
cept sexist thought and ac- "dirty " and "obsolete " pretion. Therefore , feminism , cisely because its anti-sexas a movement to end sex- ist thrust is such a threat
ism , is not constrained to a to the systems that bind us
particular level of educa- in ways we 're not ready to
tion , or class status , or eth- give up. Perhaps dismissnic or racial background , ing feminism is nothing
or national status , or sexu- more than good , old-fashal identification , and it re- ioned (and far from obsoally never has been. Ignor- lete) sexism. If we truly
ing the above history and want to get to the root of
allowing feminism 's past sexual violence , homophomistakes to make an en- bia and sexism on this camtire anti-sexist movement pus , then we need to retain
unworthy of our attention the radical roots and antiand commitment is compa- sexist promise of feminism
rable to allowing the vari- at Colby. Colby, precisely
ous exclusive pasts of all because of , not desp ite , the
social movements to deny gender , racial , sexual , and
their promise in recogniz- class norms under which
ing, studying and resisting we operate , needs a radical
other forms of systemic feminist movement. And so
oppression. Acknowledg- to respond to the PC coffee
ing feminism 's problematic that invoked bell hooks—
past is one (very necessary) no , everybody is not a femthing, but denying it politi- inist , but yes , feminism
cal promise is a whole oth- really is , and s h o u l d be ,
for everybody!
er problematic beast.

Write
for the Echo\
Writing for the Echo is a great
way to familiarize yourself with
the campus and your peers.
Interested in joining the
Echo staff? Please email Managing Editor
Madeline Strachota at
mmstrach @colby.edu.

EDITORIAL

Appreciating activism

.£ ~\. s we deal w i t h the stresses that ogc u r t h r o u g h o u t our d a i l y lives , t h e r e is
often l i t t l e t i m e left for most of us stud e n t s to d e v o t e o u r s e l v e s to a c t i v i s m .
Sure , we a c t i v e l y s u p p o r t b u f f a l o c h i c k en w r a p s in Foss and a d v o c a t e for our
p r o f e s s o r s to h o l d class o u t s i d e w h e n i t ' s
w a r m out , but in r e a l i t y , how a c t i v e are
we? In fact , how m u c h of our a c t i v i s m
p e r t a i n s to i s s u e s t h a t are t a k i n g p lace
outside the so-called Colby bubble?
Look a r o u n d . Last W e d n e s d a y e v e n i n g ,
s t u d e n t s g a t h e r e d in P u l v e r Pavilion to
w a t c h t h e P r e s i d e n t i a l Debate , w h i l e
o t h e r s t u n e d in from t h e i r own r o o m s .
The C o l b y D e m o c r a t s and R e p u b l i c a n s
h e l d t h e i r own d e b a t e on T h u r s d a y ni ght ,
w h e r e s t u d e n t s r e p r e s e n t i n g the two part i e s e n g a g e d in d i s c u s s i o n . In the m e a n t i m e , s t u d e n t s h a v e been s u p p o r t i n g
c a u s e s t h e y b e l i e v e in by sporting C o l b y
for O b a m a t - s h i r t s , w h i l e the Yes on One
c a m p a i gn has also r e a c h e d c a m p u s .
An a c t i v i s t sp i r i t does not need to solely e x i s t a r o u n d e l e c t i o n t i m e , h o w e v e r .
Wh y don ' t s t u d e n t s p a r t i c i p a t e in this
same a c t i v i s m y e a r - r o u n d ? Find a cause
you b e l i e v e in , and s h a r e your p a s s i o n
w i t h y o u r f e l l o w s t u d e n t s . W h e n else
w i l l you be l i v i n g in a c o m m u n i t y that is
c e n t e r e d upon i n t e l l e c t u a l d e v e l o p m e n t ?
W h e n else w i l l you be s u r r o u n d e d by the
m i n d s and m a t e r i a l s d e s i g n e d to assist
you in t h i s e ffort?
Use t h e t o o l s t h a t we have to be a c t i v i s t s . W h i l e b u f f a l o c h i c k e n w r a p s are no
d o u b t e x c i t i n g , t h i s is our t i m e to advocate for c h a n g e .

I

Occupy sports and entertainment?

The Occupy Wall Street movement has spread to over 1,500 cities worldwide since its beginning
in Liberty Square in New York last
September. As we know, the Occupy
movement , which claims to represent the 99 percent , initially set its
aims at "fighting back against the
corrosive powers of major banks
and
multinational
corporations ,
and their roles in creating an economic collapse. " Since its birth , the
movement has grown to encompass
a broader range of social , political
and economical topics and has been
a proponent of fairness and equality.
Specifically, one of the many topics the Occupy movement has grown
to embrace is that of income inequality. The movement recognizes the
growing income inequality worldwide, and in the United States, takes
aim at executive and CEO compensation levels. Under Federal regulations , public company boards must
disclose earnings and compensation
packages of their top executives. No
doubt due to the scrutiny the Occupy
movement has p laced on executive
compensation , these earnings have
vaulted corporate officers and directors into an unpopular light.
But if the Occupy movement wants
to be truly objective and correct the
income inequality problem in this

country and worldwide, should they
stop with this sector of the economy
or this fraction of the 1 percent?
A 2011 Forbes study revealed that
CEO pay at the top SOO public companies in the United States, including salary and stock options , totaled
$10.5 million on average. In the same
year, the median household income in
America was roughly $51,000. The
difference is no doubt great.

Are athletes and
actors under the
same pressure, on
the clock as much,
or in charge of the
livelihoods of that
many employees?

Now consider this: in 2012 , the
average income of the top 50 NBA
players was S19 million. On average the top 25 MLB players made
$22.75 million. Even more astounding, the top 30 players in the NFL
made $29.35 million on average.
These salaries at least double the
average income levels of CEOs and
other executives. And these are just
the popular sports!
In the last year, boxer Floy d May—^——

'

weather made $85 million in salary
alone. Valentino Rossi , motorcycle
racer, made $33 million. Formula
One race car driver Fernando Alonso
made $32 million. With the exception of Mayweather, have you ever
heard of them?
More astounding are the earnings
of actors and celebrities. In the last
year, the top 10 highest paid actors
in Hollywood made $50 million on
average . For their roles in the most
recent movie in the Twilight Saga,
Robert Pattinson and Taylor Lautner
made $26.5 million a piece. For his
roles in the smash hits . Mission Impossible: 4 and Rock of Ages , Tom
Cruise made $75 million. $75 million...in one year...for two movies.
If the Occupy movement wants to
get serious and truly embody the 99
percent , they should bring the fight
to where earnings get really outrageous , sports and entertainment. Put
less emphasis on CEOs who earn
less than athletes and celebrities ,
who are constantly under the gun to
perform , who are in charge of multinational corporations that employ
thousands of individuals and who
are under threat of federal penalties
and repercussions at every misstep.
Are athletes and actors under the
same pressure , on the clock as much
or in in charge of the livelihoods of
that many employees? No. The Occupy movement will never touch
the sports and entertainment market
because of its extreme popularity,
which is a true shame and lends discredit to their ' arguments, influence
and movement as a whole.
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I am a mm believer tnat art , it it
is truthful , should reflect society,
whether it is decaying or prospering. Art for art 's sake just doesn 't
make much sense to me; art doesn 't
need more art , art is a reflection of
life itself. To me , the greatest artists are the ones who look out at
society, then look inward , and then
amalgamate their inner angst with
the imagery of the world to create something meaningful. I know,
there are some of us who want to
believe that art should be so esoteric and so abstract that no one can
decipher it , rendering its meaning
kind of useless. What good is art
if it can 't inspire people or speak
some truth about society? Artists
like the infamous Banksy fall into
the category of revolutionary artists
who often depict ironic and satirical
images that speak some iota of truth
about the society we live in.
It is my deep veneration of art that
inspires a revolution within us while
speaking truth to power and society. That leads me to Lupe Fiasco.
Lupe Fiasco is a Chicago emcee who
has a propensity for telling his fans
and America the truth about themselves. From the onset of his career
Lupe has made not only deeply poetic and artistic songs but he made
them in such a way that they speak
great truths—often truths that we are

reluctant to accept. Unlike his contemporaries, Lupe takes the risk of
stepping on some toes , but at least he
does not fall into the formulaic and
prosaic fashion of adhering to the
status quo. With the latest installment of his Food and Liquor series
Lupe Fiasco 's Food and Liquor II:
The Great American Rap Album Part
I , Lupe draws from the knowledge of
Howard Zinn and paints a portrait of
America. This America is an America that we often times overlook and

What good is art if it
can't inspire people
or speak some truth
about society?

ignore. It is America from the point
of view of the oppressed , an America
that has a history muddled with colonialism , imperialism , slavery, corruption and wanton attacks on their
humanity and individual rights.
This latest album has not been
Lupe 's best work—I reserve that title for his second studio release , The
Cool—but it has been very poignant
and profound. Unlike his album Lasers, Lupe was able to procure better
i n s t r u m e n t a l and thwart his record
label from adulterating his artistic
talent with pop sounds and catchy
melodies. Ironically his record label
is notorious for "dumbing down " his

content in an attempt to sell more
records. However, Lupe was able to
create a piece of art that is salient to
today and deals with contemporary
issues. For example, his song "Bitch
Bad" takes a critical analysis of
the use of the pejorative "Bitch" in
Black Pop Culture and how the prevalence of women donning the title of
"Bad Bitch" may cause a distortion
of realities between men and women.
Of course , several rappers use the
word in the pejorative , and for the
most part there is silence from society about it. However, when an artist
of Lupe 's caliber decides to try and
put the issue up for discussion per
his song, he is attacked. He is now
"mansplaining" when he has said he
was simp ly trying to get the discussion on this term started.
Lupe did what I believe most
artists fail to do , create art that is
poignant , relevant and reflexive. It
forces you to not just listen and bop
your head , but reflect on what he is
saying and to debate the verisimilitude of his claims and such. His art
reflects the problems we have in society around not only issues of sexism , but of racism , internalized racism , structural inequality, inner city
violence and American democracy.
These are all issues you will rarely
hear about in a political debate or
from your common rapper. In this
light , his art is not for his sake or
some abstract "art 's sake" but for
society, for truth and for the thinking man/woman. Fan or not , I suggest you check out the album and
reflect on true art , art that speaks
truth to power and challenges the
fans themselves.

Plutocratic political theater and
last week's presidential debate

operating in and perpetuating this one-dimensional view of politics and society. Our indoctrination begins in the educational system we are
required to go to. We go to schools and pledge
allegiance to our flag. We learn history from a
Eurocentric, imperialist perspective, and we
are taught to revere the free market and despise
Did you see it? The corporate media controlled communism. We are taught to be patriotic, to be
show called Plutocratic Political Puppetry (presi- proud of our government and support its decidential politics) was on full display last week on sions. When the Presidential debates appear,
CNN. The consultants and advisors from the best people are watching through the lenses created
news team on television framed the debate for after years of socialization. Instead of active
us beforehand, saying Obama should tell people citizens who participate in our democracy, we
how he'll fix the economy and that we should are passive pawns in a one-dimensional society
look for who's relaxed, who's loose. Another that is systematically promoted and created by
said we should look for who 's aggressive, who the owners of politics: the news media.
All issues are co-opted and shaped by the resets the tone and attacks the other. Meanwhile,
on college campuses, a drinking game was gain- strictions of the universe of political discourse
ing popularity through Facebook status updates. that has been created by the talking heads, adPeople gathered in groups and would take a drink vertisements, newspapers and other forms of
every time Romney said "small business" and ev- media. Accustomed to this presentation of poery time Obama said "middle class."
litical discourse, we, as the audience, are easThis is the state of our nation today, don't ily led to believe that repeated bromides have
you just love it? Your political participation has actual, tangible meaning. The candidates accuse
been reduced to picking one of two puppets, each other of having policies that cut x thouthe lesser of two evils. You passivel y watch as sands of jobs or increase the national debt by x
your views are molded, your perspectives cre- millions of dollars and they argue that their poliated. As you read the news last week, you were cies, not their opponents, will favor the middle
learning the ways in which you were allowed class. They repeat numbers provided by biased
to perceive this hour-and-a-half mockery of de- "fact-checkers" and reiterate platitudes that bemocracy (where only two political parties can come the key principles of their campaigns. They
afford the billion dollar campaigns), learning to compare themselves to past Presidents (Obama
be uncritical and passive consumers of the big- said if he is Clinton then Romney is Bush) and
gest stage and most-watched theatrical display constantly remind the audience of their past sucof this political system we have. A system of cess and future interest in bi-partisan political
visual propaganda created by bankers and big exchanges. Each candidate is trying desperately
businesses, brought into existence through the to connect in some way to the most number of
cable wires, radio waves and internet transmit- people possible, a situation generating more deters , the mass communication information su- ception than honest intentions.
perhighway that is the Internet, the news netWhen Romney says, "I plan on making the
works that air talking heads who talk about the private sector more efficient ," we assume this to
soundbytes, catchphrases, campaign slogans be in accordance with his plans to "cut unnecesand 30-second advertisements funded by bil- sary spending" and "keep our military strong."
lionaires and Super-PACs In the U.S., politics Of course, these goals are in accordance with
is merely an instrument by which the richest and one another, but what they reveal is not a plan
most powerful people maintain control of the of action that would favor the middle class, as
mass mind, a tool for promoting a culture of de- Romney would like viewers (especially those in
ception, silence, submissiveness and servitude. battleground states) to believe , for to act on all
People think they are free because they cast a three would favor the businesses and bankers
vote every four years for one of two fi gureheads who profit from the military-industrial complex,
who appear on television.
another term for the global domination of the
I criticize this system because I have read economy by the largest oil companies, and global
Marcuse, who told me that "true political free- domination of politics by American foreign polidom would be freedom from a political system cy. This is why Romney said he wanted to "bring
over which you have no effective control."
that pipeline in from Canada," and why he critiInstead of asking questions like, "Why is cized Obama for spending 90 billion on green enthe mainstream universe of political discourse ergy. Nearly every domestic issue has to do with
populated by self-validating hypotheses which, money. Money, money, money. Romney pointed
incessantly and monopolistically repeated, be- out that even though Obama allocates governcome hypnotic definitions or dictations?" like mental financial support to companies working
Marcuse did in the 1960s, today the overwhelm- to find alternative sources of energy, most of
ing majority of academia and news networks are the money is going to corporations that donate
a lot of money to
the Obama campaign. This is what
happens when billionaires battle for
presidency in the
BY KEITH LOVE
post-public funding
era. Even Green issues are really just
Willy died that winter , alone.
green issues (money that is).
And I never told anyone that months before ,
In
a
classic
on Wednesday the third of September , 1998 ,
matchup of the
just after Jimmy Coriander from next door moved
"private sector supback to Arizona , 1 rode a crimson 21-speed chariot ,
porting plutocrat"
dodging patches of sand with eig ht-year-old
vs. the "neoliberal
immortality, to the corner of Winter and Elm. That day,
communist," I was
just before the lilac hedge and Model T, I choked
hoping the comthe handle breaks and scraped to a tread-burnt stop.
munist would dig
And I saw him. W i l l y lived
below the common narrative and
in a school bus on Winter Street , confined
talk about his plan
to death on cinder blocks (it must have smelled like
to address the sysold milk and p ipe smoke). He was a weathered
temic
inequality
catfish and a coyote , showerless and cold in
in the U.S. I was
leather hermit skin , or so my father told me.
hoping
he
would
When Dad shared the tales , I'd imagine life
make clear to us
in that bus where it was alway s winter. Seventy-p lus
his vision to end
years of rot , trapped behind a chicken shed and a Model T
crony
capitalism
that might have been new at one point. I had always
and poverty, but I
wanted to sneak a quick look around the shed
realized long ago
just to see how yellow his teeth really were ,
that such goals are
but never dared. (Mathew Redding used to stand
not
in tune with
out front for hours just waiting—he swore he saw
the ultimate goal
him one time , but no one believed h i m . )
of
perpetuating
this political and
And so suddenly, there he was. Just like that: Two chunks
economic system
of coal under matching gray caterpillars squinted at me ,
that favors the rich
and a li pless pucker that never learned to smile began to stir
and robs from the
(Jimmy said if Willy spoke to you , you 'd die and turn to dust ,
poor. While Obama
but his voice was just cracked leaves and screaming fog):
seems to be concerned for the right
"Seasons don 't change—
things, like educaask the Ford or chicken coop.
tion , the environKeep thinkin I won 't wake up.
ment and taxing the
Ora Cheney died in *91— eighty-six years ,
wealthy, he is still
cancer—and the lilacs stopped bloomin.
merely a puppet in
The birds quit caring few years before that.
a game of political
He was the last of what was this town.
theater. And you
I kept catching snapping turtles for Ora
are a member of the
and cutting their heads off,
audience , a particibut I just use old shells for baskets now.
pant in this grand
You know they keep walking for a minute?
event , a person in
's
,
Went and put Ora ashes under that sycamore
the middle class of
where he tried to boil down a dead seal for soap,
America that Mitt
and buried the rest with a Singer sewing machine.
Romney believes
You look like your father.
in and Obama will
Ever been told that?"
Now
for.
fig ht
drink
up. Time to
I pedaled off , wordless and cold , knowing no one would believe me.
take another shot.

Willy

Studentscompete in Maine Full and Half Marathon
By KYUE VANBUREN
NEWS STAFF

On Sunday, Sept. 30 , many
College students t r e k k e d to
Portland to p a r t i c i p a t e in the
Maine M a r a t h o n and HalfM a r a t h o n . Though the races
occurred on a rainy day, students and local participants
alike had great experiences
and turned out some spect a c u l a r performances.
The races ran over a relatively
flat
out-and-back
course, but there were a few
h i l l s that added to the overall
challenge of the course. Running along the inner bay of
Portland , k n o w n as the Back
Cove , runners agreed that the
course was extremely scenic.
The gloomy weather on Sunday turned into an advantage
for some , as it kept the temperature cooler than was otherwise expected. The rain , however , was constant throughout
the day and varied in intensity
from pouring to drizzling.
The half-marathon served as
the 2012 USA Track and Field's
Maine State Championship
Half-Marathon , which added to
the popularity and competiveness of the event.
Amy Tortorello *13 took
home 5th place in the women's
race with a time of one hour , 28
minutes and 36 seconds. The
time also placed Tortorello first
in the 20-29 year old age group.

COURTESY OF COURTNEY LAIRD

Amy Tortorello '13. along with many of her peers, participated in the Maine Half-Marathon on Sunday, Sept. 30 desp ite the rain. The
senior won 5th p lace in the women Is race and won the 20-29 year old age group with a time of one hour. 28 minutes and 36 seconds.
The race was a popular level , with many students al others coming out to sup- Portland participating in the
event among Colby students running the marathon , half- port . Several members of the day 's events.
One such member is Emily
regardless of competition marathon or relay, and sever- Colby Running Club were in
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Acadia Cakes delivers "a little slice of heaven"
By AMY TOTORELLO
NEWS STAFF

As her local bakery 's
tag line , "A little slice of
heaven ," suggests, Marnie
Terhune , owner of Acadia
Cakes , is every bit as sweet
as the treats she bakes. Offering every flavor from
classic vanilla bean with
chocolate fudge frosting to
Terhune 's own personal favorite , "Lemon LuLus ," Acadia Cakes has a little bit of
sweetness for everyone.
The bakery, which is based
out of Terhune 's home in Waterville , has been up and running for three years. Located
at 1 Mountain Farm Road in
Waterville , the shop takes orders online at www.acadiacakes.com. Cakes are generally priced between $36 and
$40, though the cost varies for
cupcakes, wedding cakes and
specialty orders.
Thoug h the business began
as a means to supp ly baked
goods for local restaurants
lorgensen 's Cafe" and Joseph' s Fireside Grill , many of
the confections baked these
days are made for orders
placed by College students
and their families.
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12 Step Meeting
Wednesdays@ Noon
RoseChapel
All Welcome

Berner '15, who ran her first
half-marathon on Sunday and
accomplished her goal of completing the race no matter how
dreary the weather proved to be.
"The half-marathon had a
great atmosphere , and it was
really cool to be in the presence of so many serious , passionate runners ," she said of
her experience. "The environment was totally encouraging and the race coordinators
were very positive. "
Another member of the
club , Cassie Clemmer '15 ,
also finished her first halfmarathon on this seemingly
beginner-friendly
course.
"The course was great , there
weren 't too many hills and it
was right alongside the water , so I never got bored while
running, " she said.
Dan Vassallo *07 of Peabody, Mass. was the overall
marathon winner with a time of
two hours, 21 minutes and 12
seconds. Spencer McElwain of
Old Town, Maine claimed the
half-marathon title in one hour,
ten minutes and 23 seconds.
Desp ite navigating a few difficulties , such as interrupted
training, unpleasant rain and
temperature and the common
runner issue of chafing, Clemmer managed to "finish those
13.1 miles with my head held
high. I secretly hoped that I
would run it under two hours ,
and I came out with a net time
of 1:59:57 so I met that goal
too. It was a phenomenal day. "

The cupcakes are especially cally toward students from
popular and come in diverse the College. Parents will be
flavors such as pumpkin spice able to sign up to have six
with caramel cream cheese care packages delivered ' to
frosting, dark chocolate with their student throug hout the
raspberry
gaschool year —
nache and lavduring the midender buttermilk
term s and finals
with honey vaof each semesnilla frosting.
ter , and for two
Terhune emadditional holiphasized
the
days.
importance
of
Terhune ran a
similar,
using the finthough
est ingredients
much
smaller,
business
when
she
in her baking.
Focused
on
lived in Hamilton,
N. Y , near Colboth design and
gate University.
taste , she crafts
each cake or
The idea for
cupcake
with
Acadia Cakes was
precision ' and
one she said she
"had been toying
care.
with for a while"
Cupcake lovers
can sign up for
after moving to
Waterville several
the Cupcake of
the Month Club,
years ago. As the
which ensures debusiness continlivery of six deliues to grow in
cious
cupcakes
Mamie .Terhune popularity, there
has been talk of
each month. The
Acadia Cakes Owner
flavors vary demoving to a storepending on the
front to downtown Waterville
season or holiday.
Another delivery service to accommodate a larger volume
about to launch from the bak- of orders.
ery is the Constant Care pack"Many people have been
a storefront .
. age, which is seared specifi- encouraging

"It is so
wonderful to
see someone
so excited
that someone
has cared
enough
about them
to order
them
something
so special."

but we 're not quite ready to
make that leap, " Terhune said.
"Right now I' m happy to handle the volume from home ,
and so far , so good. Sometimes when we get big orders
it would be nice , but we always make it work."
Just a year ago , Terhune
also took on a partner to
help her in the kitchen , and
that decision has proved extremely helpful and beneficial to her business. She describes both herself and her
partner , Nilda , as very passionate about baking, both
of them having come from
families that deeply embrace food and cooking.
"My favorite part [of my
job] is when I actually make
the deliveries. It is so wonderful to see someone so excited that someone has cared
enough about them to order
them something so special ,"
Terhune said.
Just in case the myriad of
cake and cupcake choices are
not enough , Acadia Cakes
also offers over 15 varieties
of cookies and brownies that
are baked to order. Terhune
also mentioned the possibility
of an official tasting and sampling of her cakes on campus
in the future .

ORGANIC GOODS AT UNCLE DEAN'S

ANN* THIN/THE COLBY ECHO

Uncle Dean s Good Groceries is a market in Waterville that specializesin selling health food andproduce downtown

COURTESY OF WWW ACADIACAKES COM

Acadia Cakes opened three years ago to satisfy the community 's sweet tooth Bakery owner Mamie
Terhune loves supp lying students on the Hill with treats and offers special deals f o r College students

I RESTAURANT REVIEW: VILLAGE INN

Locals praise Village Inn in Belgrade
By JENNIFER N ALE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

COURTESY OF RAILROAD SQUARE CINEMA

Part-time Maine resident Karen Young introduced Warrior Woman, the
2010 f ilm she starred in, to a captive audience at Railroad Square Cinema.

Young introduces film
By JACK NIVISON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Wednesday, Oct. 3, actress Karen Young, the star of
Warrior Woman, introduced
the film to an audience at Railroad Square Cinema in Waterville. Humble about her work .
Young described the six-week
shoot for a few minutes before
the projector began to screen
the film.
In an interview afterwards ,
she went into further detail
on her thoughts about distributing independent films .
the art of acting, the process
of adapting to
smaller budgets
and the films
she would recommend today.
Warrior Woman relays the story of a breast cancer survivor who
begins to have
strange dreams
about her treatment and , in the
process of helping one of her
students, comes
to terms with
her fears. Filming took place in
New Mexico over
the course of six
weeks in 2010.
When asked how
she prepared for
the role , Young
responded that she drew partially from her real life experiences.
"Well , I already had breast
cancer...and the other preparation was to get the energy,"
Young reflected. "They were
super-long days." In Young's
opinion , the most arduous aspect of filming Warrior Woman
was wearing a prosthetic limb.
"You never see a long shot because it never worked [and] it
was really unpleasant physically, " Young said.
Young expressed understanding for the struggles
with stage make-up because
of the challenges writer/director Julie Reichert faced in
funding the film entirely with
her own money.
Warrior Woman premiered
at the Maine International
Film Festival (MIFF) in 2011 ,
and Young was enthusiastic
about the film 's premiere and
the program as a whole.
"We actually screened it at
Colby, " she said. "It was really well-received , and no
one had anything but positive
things to say about it. A woman who worked in the radiation center said , 'I had no idea
what these people go through ,
and I work there every day. '"

Even with its well-received welcome at MIFF,
Warrior Woman has no distributor , which , thoug h not
uncommon to a film this exp e r i m e n t a l in narrative , is
unfortunate and frustrating
for Young. Her disappointment is not only tied to her
personal success but also to
the benefit of the film 's director. "It 's different for me
because I can go onto another project. She can 't move
forward ," Young explained.
Because of both the tough
subject matter and the film 's
experimental design , Warrior
Woman 's distribution has
proved
difficult , but Young
noted that this
is the type of
film that gurus
hope to see at
film festivals.
Recently returned from the
Toronto
Film
Festival , Young
saw 12 films of
which only one
was performed
in English. She
highly
recommended a Romanian
film
called
Beyond
the Hills and lamented that its
viewership was
Karen "itning bound to remain
minute.
Actress
Turning
her
attention
to
films currently
accessible to students at the
College , Young recommended that every student view
Paul Thomas Anderson 's The
Master, currently playing at
Railroad Square Cinema.
Optimistic and passionate
about her work , Young approaches independent filmmaking
realistically
and
accepts that films with experimental designs and tough
subject matter rarely reach
large audiences.
Studios primarily interested in generating revenue
are more willing to produce a
movie with large explosions
or fast-moving action than intimate character studies about
breast cancer survival or the
makings of a cult.
Though they are not mainstream , these films have significant cultural and cinematic
value. As in any aspect of the
movie industry, there may
be an occasional "flop, " but
Young feels that these independent films arc among the most
meaningful. Movies like Warrior Woman and The Master
challenge viewers because they
stimulate the brain while providing beautiful images, writing, and acting on the screen.

"We actually
screened it
at Colby.
It was
really well
recieved, and
no one had
anything
but positive
things to say
about it."

As a Maine native , my summer is never complete without
at least one trip to the Village
Inn in Belgrade , where roast
duckling is the specialty. Located between Long and Great
Ponds, the Village Inn has remained a local
tradition in the
Belgrade Lakes
Region for decades.
Last
week,
I received the
opportunity
to
sneak a behindthe-scenes look
at culinary masinvolved
tery
in the delicious
meals I have been
enjoying for the
last 20 years. As
I entered the Inn,
the owner Charlie, a friendly
and familiar face
from the years
past, greeted me.
After
being
ushered into the
kitchen , where
the scent
of
roast duckling
wafted into the
air , I noted the
three chefs already hard at
work. Executive Chef Dave
Jordan , Sous Chef Sam Nut-

ting and First Cook Josh
Rose comprise the creative
culinary trio pumping out
dish after dish to regulars
and first-timers alike.
As one chef prepared the
sauces, another tended the
freshly baked loaves of bread
rising to perfection in the oven.
Jordan estimated that between
40 and 140 loaves are baked
fresh daily with
varying seasonings (the special
that
day was
oregano). Loaves
remaining
unused
on
any
given night are
turned into stuffing or crotons
the next day.
According to
Jordan , 90 percent of the food
made at the Village Inn is from
scratch. Because
duck , the restaurant 's
specialty, is a fatty
bird , the leftover
drippings aid a
lengthy
cooking process. In
the Village Inn 's
cooking, fat is
used in a variety of ways including making
gravy, roasting
garlic and substituting for olive oil on the homemade croutons.
Upon entering the largest

As a Maine
native, my
summer is
never
complete
without at
least one
trip to the
Village Inn
in Belgrade,
where roast
duckling is
the
specialty.

COURTESY OF JENNIFER NALE

Chefs at the Village Inn bake various types of fresh bread daily.
walk-in freezer I have ever temperature over night before
encountered , my eyes feast- sitting for several hours and
ed on rows of meats , des- then undergo a second round
serts and , of course , duck. of cooking at a much higher
One lonely microwave sits temperature immediately beat the back of the kitchen , fore consumption. The Village
but Jordan estimated that it Inn 's ducks are so popular that
has been used "about twice." the restaurant markets online
I had to ask the question and ships the birds , along
that 1 am sure is on everyone 's with their specialty sauces to
mind: why is the Village Inn nonlocal duck fans.
known for duck? Jordan inAfter poking my nose
formed me that the secret to around , I samp led some of the
producing such a perfect bird rich food available at the Vilis the Inn 's low and slow pro- lage Inn. My meal included a
cess of cooking.
fresh salad with goat cheese
The ducks cook at a very low and a pasta dish with andouille sausage and
wild mushrooms.
Other fan favorites are the
Apple Duck soup
and petit pots de
creme au chocolat , which were
j oth as savory and
delicious as they
sound. Reflecting
with a full belly
and a view of the
sunset over Great
Pond ,
I
could
wholeheartedly
>ay that I recomnend a visit to the
Village Inn.
The Village Inn
is open daily for
dinner , and reservations are highly
re c o m m e n d e d .
For more information on lod ging,
the restaurant , or
getting your own
duckling shipped ,
check out www.
tuuKitsr ur jtntmrtH NULI
Villageinnducks.
The village Inn is open for dinner 7 days a week in the scenic Belgrade region. A beloved restaurant f o r locals, the Inn
com.
specializes in preparing duck and even ships the delicacy, along with their specialty sauce, to customers across the country.

RICN starts chapter on the Hill
By EMMA BROWN
NEWS STAFF

The Hill is home to a new
chapter of the Roosevelt Institute Campus Network , thanks
to Paul Macklis 'IS. When the
sophomore went home and
heard his older brother talking
about his college 's branch of
the organization , Macklis decided that Waterville should
participate too. "He would
come back and tell me all the
cool stuff he would do with
his chapter ," Macklis said of
his branch.
The Network is a thinktank political organization
founded after the 2004 presidential election. According
to the Institute 's website, it
exists "in order to strengthen
the progressive movement
by meaningfull y engaging
young peop le in politics. "
With over 85 chapters nationwide and 10,000 members , the Campus Network
is a positive addition to the
College and to Waterville.
"The primary idea of the
Institute is-that we are often
asked for our time or effort
but rarely for our ideas ,"
Macklis said. Both the Network and Macklis stress that

college students are capable said.
Roosevelt
of much more
Institute Camthan campaign
pus
Network
volunteer work
is
different
and have the
because it 's a
capacity to turn
policy-orientheir thoughts
tated
group, "
into
actions.
Macklis
said.
In Waterville ,
"It's two-fold.
Macklis hopes
You can engage
that the chapin the polititer will help
cal process and
address
both
propose policy
large-scale and
options , or you
local issues.
can try to make
The new club
a difference in
has six categories
your local comof concern: equal
munity regardjustice, defense
less of policy. "
and dip lomacy,
The dual role
heath care , eduof the organizacation , economic
tion allows for
development and
a greater degree
energy and enof
flexibility
vironment.
As
and student para student on the
ticipation in lopre-med
track
cal politics.
at the College ,
Moving forMacklis is speward this year,
cifically interestMacklis emphaed in the health
sized the develcare segment and
opmental
side
finds it particularly relevant to
Paul Macklis to the new chapter. "We need to
Waterville.
Class of 2015
come together
"There 's defias a group of
nitely an emphapeople
and
establish
what our
sis on health , but we will be
exploring all the causes," he identity is ," he said. The ini-

"The
Network will
be a place
for everyone
to pitch
proposals
back and
forth. I've
seen the
Civil
Discourse,
so hopefully
this is a way
for people
to put their
ideas into
reality."

tiative must discern if they
are more orientated toward
local politics or involvement
at the national level.
More
importantl y,
the
Campus Network will serve
as a place for students on
the Hill to bounce ideas off
of one another about Maine
top ics. Eventually, the club
will decide what the most
pressing matters are for Waterville and tackle them. "We
will finalize ideas and research how to best solve the
issues we 're interested in ,
then make a plan of action ,"
Macklis added.
Although the initiative is
new to the College , Macklis is eager to connect Colby students with the greater
Waterville community. The
Roosevelt Institute Campus
Network can act as a sounding board for students to put
forth their concerns and imp lement actual changes to fix
them.
With six different types of
engagement , it encompasses
an enormous range of interests. "The Network will be a
p lace for everyone to pitch
proposals back and forth ,"
Macklis said. "I' ve seen the
Civil Discourse , so hopefully this is a way for people to
put their ideas into reality. "

David Shaw:
Adventures in Entrepreneurshlp

WEDNESDAY
10/10

Diamond 141
7:30 p.m.

David Shaw, managing partner of Black Point
Group, will talk about entrepreneurship in Maine.
His ranging interests include technology companies and public service, and was awarded an
honorary doctor of laws degree from Colby in
2012.

Community Forum:
Negotiating Sexuality and Religion
Pugh Center
7 p.m.
Come participate in a student-led dialogue about
recent events on campus surrounding differences
in belief and identity and how to live together in
the difficult intersecting terrain of religious beliefs
and sexuality.

I

7 p.m.

Editorial cartoonist Matt Wuerker will share and
discuss his work for Politico, with a focus on
creating images that represent events and sentiments during election season. He will also discuss the fine line between humorous art and serious political statements. Wuerker is the winner of
the 2012 Pulitzer Prize for Editorial Cartooning.
He will also be leading a cartooning workshop at
3:30 p.m. in Diamond 122.

¦

¦

¦

THURSDAY
10/11
i

Native American Drumming
8/x/er 219

Stuart Goldfarb is the former CEO of Bertelsmann Direct North America (BMG Music Service , Columbia House), which he built into the
world's largest direct marketer of music , DVDs
and books. Goldfarb will give candid advice and
insight on building a brilliant career in any field.
Hosted by the Colby Career Center.

¦

The Passion Project

Reid Farrington '99's innovative blend of dramatic storytelling, archival film footage and
cutting-edge technology transforms the film The
Passion of Joan of Arc into an immersive project
that places the audience inside the film next to
Joan of Arc as she is interrogated. Presented by
the Theater and Dance department as part of its
Bicentennial Alumni Professorial Series.

Diamond 122

Lovejoy 215
7 p.m.

•

Strider Theater
8 p.m.; Thurs . 8 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.; Fri. 7 p.m.

Matt Wuerker:
Political Cartoonist

Live and Uncut:
Straight Talk From the Top

¦

¦

Diamond 142
7 p.m.
Students share a collection of peer-submitted stories chronicling sexual encounters and the
hook-up culture on campus.
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Page Commons

8 p.m.
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Vice Presidential
Debates
Pulver Pavilion
9 p.m.
Join students for a live viewing of the first VicePresidential Debate between Vice President Joe
Biden and Congressman Paul Ryan. The debate
will cover both domestic and foreign policy.

WEDNESDAY
10/17
Architect Charles Renfro:
"Super-Natural"
Given Auditorium

2:30 p.m.
Join Professor Natalie Zelensky's World Music
Survey class for a presentation by Dean Francis
of the Penobscot Nation. Francis will discuss
the history of the Wabanaki, focusing on their
music and spirituality as well as on their efforts
of cultural preservation and revival.

¦^
¦

Health and Wellness Seminar:
SHOC Sexual Health Narratives

IHHHHMH

7:30 p.m.
Charles Renfro, called "the naughty architect" by
the New York Observer will deliver the 42nd annual Clara M. Southworth Lecture in Environmental Design. Renfro is a partner at Diller Scofidio
+ Renfro, an interdisciplinary design studio that
integrates the performing arts, visual arts and
architecture.

THIS WEEK'S FORECAST

www.weather.com

A VIEW OF CAMPUS
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WE NOW TAKE CREDIT
AND DEBIT CARDS!!!
Pabst Blue Ribbon 18 Cans
Now Only 9.99 + Tax and Deposit
Large Distributor Closeout on Wines
Save up to 50% II
Closeout on Distressed Beers
Save up to 50%!!
Don't forget to bring us your returnables!

Open Sun-Wed until 9 p.m.,
Thurs until 10 p.m.,
Fri & Sat until midnight

We now have the largest selection of domestic and Import beers In
Central Maine.

873-6228

COURTESTY OF DANIELLE DAITCH

The view f r o m the top of the Miller Library Tower. The Alumni Center and Miller Library staff offered
tours of the tower as part of the Family Homecoming Weekend festivities , which took place Oct. 5 to 7.

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St., Waterville, ME

STUDENTS IN BOBS

What are your plans for fall break?
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"Going home to Boston to do some shopping and see my parents."
- Gillian Katz '16
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"We have a regatta on Saturday, then we are going to Acadia to try new restaurants."- Olivia Collins '14 and Becca Herman '14
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"Going to my friend's cabin in New Hampshire."
- Sean Donahue '13
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"Going home to New York."- Harrison Zhu '16
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"Going home to Amherst;NH."
- Nick Murphy '16
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"Going home. I live just outside D.C"
. Zoe Atchinson '16

Weird News From Around the World

-1

www.reuters.com

Kiev, Ukraine
A student activist was given a three-year prison sentence by the Kiev district court in Ukraine for frying
eggs over the eternal flame at a World War II memorial.
The offender, Hanna Sinkova , 21, was found guilty of
desecrating the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier. Sinkova
is a member of a radical youth group called the Brotherhood of St. Lucas. She told reporters her actions
were intended to draw attention to the plight of impovI
erished war veterans. "Its symbolic meaning was that
soon, very soon , veterans , old people, poor people will
queue up in front of this flame to cook food there because they will have nowhere to live, nothing to cook on
and nothing to eat," she told Reuters on Friday. She is
referring to the low average monthly pension in the forI mer Soviet Republic , with is about $140. Sinkova has
said that she will challenge the court ruling. State prosecutors , seeking an actual jail sentence , plan to do
the same.
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Parentsand studentstreated to 'Colby onStage9
Music and dance
showcased during
Family Weekend
By DAN SUNDERLAND
NEWS EDITOR

On the evening of Oct. 6. the Theater and Dance Department presented
its 2012 sampling of student performance groups—Colby on Stage—as
part of Family Homecoming Weekend. Though the individual groups did
well, the sum of these parts fell short
of the "representation that marks an
era in dramatic history " promised
in the performance 's program . As a
group, the series of performances was
a mix of the great and the good with a
confusing and sudden finale.
The first group to perform was
Colby Taiko . a popular alternative
group on campus that can be heard
throughout campus practicing on a
weekly basis in the College 's Rose
Chapel. This group plays Japanese
Taiko drums, involving both musical
and movement elements with characteristic style and form..
The first piece they played was
Renshuu. meaning "lesson " in Japanese.
Five members played taiko
drums and one played the shime , a
drum variation similar to the Western
snare drum. This is a simple piece
demonstrating basic taiko methods.
They followed this with a more complicated piece. Hiryu Sandan Gaishi .
performed by three members on taiko and one on the shime. This piece
demonstrated some of the more dynamic movements and sounds possible in taiko drumming.
This group did a good job and was
very energetic. The effect on the audience was tangible, allowing the
show to start w i t h high energy. The
players ' music was excellent , with

RE PHOTO

I Isiting family members and students enjoyed last year s Colby on Stage, which showcased student performancegroups and upcoming events.
their form falling slightly behind.
That being said , taiko form is very
specialized and difficult to perfect.
The next performance was a dance
piece by the Colby African Society (CAS), choreographed by CAS
President Pamela Alakai "14 and
set to a mix of music from various
parts of Africa. The dance itself was
simple, but very energetic to match
the music playing. The simplistic
nature of the dance made the piece
very relatable . even though its elements were from a different culture.
This was a great way to continue the
show ' s momentum.
The College 's drama club , Powder

& Wig, performed a piece from this
year 's popular one-week musical , Legally Blonde: The Musical. The piece
used was "Positive ," which had been
used to publicize the musical before
it premiered in early September. This
was a nice reminder of that original
performance, though the performers
appeared to be a little rusty from the
time lapse. Even so. the performance
was very good.
Colby Dancers performed the next
piece , a tap dance choreographed by
Tap Crew and set to "Candyman" by
Christina Aguilera. The juxtaposition
of old , big-band music and quick ,
modern tap was a brilliant move on
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the part of this group and their segment was definitely the high point
of the entire night. The music was
upbeat, the dancers themselves performed well and the choice and execution of the tap dance was superb.
Colby 's Broadway Musical Revue
(BMR) sang and danced to the next
performance, "Footloose," which
was enjoyable, though not as polished. Though Colby on Stage emcee
Ethan Meigs '13 accurately described
the group as incredibly high-energy,
the dance itself seemed slightly less
than BMR' s usual high-quality work.
The singing of the group,, however *
was fantastic. BMR never disap-

points with its voice talents. This was
slightly undercut by the high volume
of the background track coming from
the speakers, but the BMR performers were largely able to be heard over
this distraction.
The
penultimate
performance
group was the Hi pnotik Dance Team,
dancing to "Proud Mary" by Tina
Turner. The dancers implemented
commonly-used moves associated
with the song and did not take the
opportunity to build on past works
or make it their own. Their segment
was not bad, it was just did not take
advantage of the opportunity to mix
up an old favorite .
The final piece in Colby on Stage
was the first-year dance piece , titled
"A Warm Welcome-. Little Red Sunshine. " This piece was a bit confusing because it attempted to integrate
Colby-isms such as Big Blue Moon
with fall themes and this year 's
humanities theme, "Comedy, Seriously." The energy of the piece was
also much less than that of the other
performances and the ending was not
very definitive. This appeared to be
due to the choreography and not the
dancers, who were very precise in
their movements.
Making this piece the finale would
make sense in theory because the
piece was much more formally done
when compared to the club pieces
that it followed. However, its general
mood was very different from the rest
of the night 's performances and thus
became an odd addition to the showas a whole. This piece would have
been received better in a different
setting. Though intended to be the
climax, the piece was a very sudden
ending to the night.
Colby on Stage was , on the whole,
a brief sample of the performing
clubs at the College, but it was not
exactly the best of them. The show
was a taste of the clubs ' potential , allowing the audience to see what they
can expect in the future through an
enjoyable short event-
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lt s alive...again! Tim Burton takes on a monster classic
By Jack Ni vison. ContributingWriter

The phrase "what's old is new" is
very true in the case of Tim Burton 's
new stop-motion animation film, Frankenweenie, an adaptation of an animated
short he did for Disney back in 1984
Burton has now expanded upon his
original idea with this very entertaining,
gorgeously animated film that signals a
return to form for Burton after lackluster
duds such as Alice in Wonderland and
Dark Shadows. What Burton brings to
the table with Frankenweenie is his typical flair for impressive production design but also an immense heart that has
only appeared in his very best films like
Big Fish and, especially, Edward Scissorhands. The emotional core—along
with its winks to classic horror films and
unique sense of humor—at Frankenweenie's center makes it one of the very
best animated films to hit screens this
year, though it may be a level below the
very similar ParaNorman, which was
released by Focus Features in August
Frankenweenie opens in a small
town, New Holland, that seems to have
been pulled straight out of the neighborhood in Scissorhands. It centers on Victor Frankenstein, a young boy with no
friends except for his small and peppy
dog, Sparky. His mother is the epitome
of tenderness, and his dad is very present
and caring, though he encourages Victor

i

to take up other activities besides science
like baseball, which leads the film into its
main action. The early scenes set up the
relationship between Victor and Sparky
incredibly well, making even nonanimal people smile at the love that is
formed between these two beings. However, disaster strikes as Sparky is hit by
a car. Understandably, Victor is deeply
saddened, and though his father reminds
him that he'll always have Sparky in his
heart, Victor responds, "I don't want him
in my heart I want him here."
The combination of Sparky 's death
and a science lesson by a strange and
dominating teacher set in motion the
movie's recreation scene reminiscent
of—you guessed it—Frankenstein. In
short as to not spoil anything specific
about the plot, Victor restores Sparky to
life, and the movie takes off into unexpectedly funny and moving directions,
with plot points involving jealous fellow students, a neighbor classmate of
Victor's who has a dog of her own, and
it ends in a most definitely absurd yet
satisfying action climax.
The film is not going to convert any
moviegoers who are already anti-Burton. It is weird, creepy, at times scary,
and has its own dark sense of humor that
some may find off-putting With that in
mind, this is not necessarily a movie for
children despite its Disney distribution.

Beyond the main plot point of a boy digging up his dead dog and bringing him
back to life, the film has some very sinister characters and disturbing images that
may be unsuitable for children.
The technical aspects of the film are
nothing short of stunning, and first and
foremost is the animation. This is Burton 's second directing venture in stopmotion, his first being the 2005 film
Corpse Bride. He also produced and
provided the story for the well-known
favorite, The Nightmare Before Christmas. The animation on display here is
flawless. Certain scenes, including the
re-animation scene of Sparky and the
climax, are so well done that it's hard to
imagine them being animated in more
traditional senses such as hand drawn
or computer-generated imagery (CGI).
Also of note is the score from Danny Elfman , which has all the normal
quirks and needed creepiness of an
Elfman/Burton collaboration but also
a tenderness not normally seen in his
work. It is his most affecting and complete work since Big Fish. The funeral
scene for Sparky is one to pay attention to. The voice cast is top notch,
most notably Catherine O'Hara who
plays Mrs. Frankenstein and Martin
Landau who lends his vocals to the science teacher, Mr. Rzykruski.
Though its climax is satisfyingly

By CarU Jaff , News Staff

On Sept. 25 , British folk
group Mumford and Sons
released its newest album ,
Babel. The 16-track album
is even stronger than their
first . Sigh No More , which
came out in 2010. After
going double platinum for
their first album , Mumford
and Sons made even more of
an impression with Babel.
When Sigh No More came
out , I immediately fell in
love with Mumford *s soft
but established folk sound
and their hauntingly beautiful chords. I waited patiently for three years for Babel
to come out , hoping that
Mumford wouldn 't suffer
from the traditional "sophomore slump. "
After the last note was
played on the album and I
felt the chills on my arms, I
realized that Babel was even

I

most is in its heart, which is strange
to say of a Burton film. The relationship between Victor and Sparky is full
of real and true human emotions, and
the lessons of having to let go would
be much more poignant and moving had it stuck to its themes all the
way through. That being said, Frankenweenie is an impressive technical
achievement along with Burton 's best
storytelling in years. If nothing else, it
is pure entertainment.
Final Grade: B+

T1CKETSARASOTA COM

Frankenweenie, takenfrom theMaryShelleyclassic
. is thelatestTun Bialoncreationto hittheaters

| j Literaryramblings:Judging a book by its cover

Review: Mumf ord and Sons ' Babel
better than Sigh No More; it
exceeded my expectations
and made me fall in love
with the group even more.
Mumford came out stronger than ever with Babel;
the lyrics even more vivid ,
the harmonies even more
chilling. The album ranges
from slower, more solemn
songs such as "Below my
Feet" to happier, toe tapping songs such as one of
their most popular, "I Will
Wait." Each song has an individuality to it that is more
difficult to accomplish than
most can imagine.
Something
I
strongly
admire about this new album is that it is quintessential Mumford and Sons.
The group felt no need to
change their sound in order
to please society or achieve
higher ratings. Babel is
classic Mumford & Sons—

funny and entertaining, its conclusion
is ultimately extremely underwhelming. Without spoiling anything, it basically ends without tne moral note that
a film like this should have. I was left
with a sense of, "Well that was pretty
well done, but what was it for?" I might
be looking for too much in a film of this
kind, but I was, overall, expecting some
of its themes that it carried so strongly
throughout the first two-thirds of the
film to pan out.
Where Frankenweenie succeeds

g

folk with a hint of yearning
mixed with soft echoes and
powerful harmonies.
For those who like Laura
Marling, the Lumineers or
Bon Iver, Mumford and Sons
is the ri ght group for you.
However, those who don 't
like these groups might be
surprised at how much they
will love Mumford. Many
will find themselves tapping their feet to "Ghosts
that We Knew " or humming
along to "Reminder."
I definitely recommend
Babel for all who are interested in trying something
new or continuing on with
their love for Mumford.
My favorite songs include
"1 Will Wait ," "Below my
Feet" and of course , "Babel." Put on the first track ,
relax and just enjoy the intricate workings of Mumford and Sons.

By Julianna Haubner, A&E Editor

At this point , I think pretty
much everyone on this campus
knows I read a lot. I'm a bom
and bred bookworm , and I'm
proud to say and show it.
Which is why I wanted to
start something in the section
that talks about what's going
on the world of books alongside the countless movie and
music reviews we publish.
At the Echo, we're all about
equal opportunity.
A 2007 study by the National
Endowment for the Arts found
that "nearly half of all Americans ages 18 to 24 read no
books for pleasure. " My guess
is that this number has gone
up in recent years, thanks to
e-books, but all the same, it's
a troubling statistic. As big of
a problem as this is for teachers, kids, parents—everybody,
really—it's an even bigger
problem for booksellers and
publishing houses. With people

being picky about how they are
spending their time, every last
bit of marketing effort has to be
put into the release of a book
to ensure that it's going to sell
(hence the sudden influx of 50
Shades copycats).
So, this summer, how did
HarperCollins—one of the
largest and most influential
publishing
houses—react?
They announced that they were
going to redesign the covers of
classic books like Wuthering
Heights, Romeo and Juliet and
Pride and Prejudice to look
like the cover of Twilight.
Yes, that Twilight. The
Wuthering Heights reboot
even has a stamp on it that
says "Bella and Edward's favorite book."
While my friends (and Twitter followers) can attest that I
was less than pleased when I
found this out, 1 realized when
I revisited this story this week
that what upset me most was

the attention being paid to how
we look when we read.
Years ago, tattered covers
and leather spines were what
people wanted to show off;
now it 's glossy covers and that
ail-too-familiar, Gothic-style
font. Reading has become cool
again , but not in popular-kid
way, not the smart-kid way.
We've been told time and
time again not to judge a book
by its cover. Nowadays, we 're
not. We're just judging each
other by the ones we carry.
Call me a book snob, call
me preachy, but think about the
message being sent. Ultimately,
the buying power lies with you.
The next time you're browsing,
just take the time to think about
whether you're reading a book
for the text inside it , or for how
it 'll look on your shelf. Show
the publishers that if a book is
good (even classic), it doesn 't
need that extra sparkle: it 'll do
that on it 's own.

THIS WEEK AT THE MOVIES:

OFF THE HILL A&E NEWS

FLAGSHIP CINEMAS

Judy Garland's iconic gingham dress from the 1939 film The Wizard o f O z is going to be put up for auction next month, appearing for a couple of weeks in London before moving to Julien's Auctions in Beverly
Hills, Calif. Experts are predicting that the costume could go for at least half a million dollars. The ruby
slippers worn with the dress have been on view at the Smithsonian Institute's National Museum of American History, since 1979, when they were donated anonymously.

Looper
1:10 p.m., 3:55 p.m., 6:45 p.m., 9:15 p.m.
Here Comes the Boom
1:15 p.m.. 4:05 p.m., 7:05 p.m., 9:35 p.m.
Pitch Perfect
1:05 p.m., 3:50 p.m., 7:00 p.m., 9:30 p.m.
Argo
1:00 p.m., 4:00 p.m., 6:50 p.m., 9:25 p.m.
Sinister
1:45 p.m., 4:30 p.m., 7:25 p.m., 9:45 p.m.

Pop superstar Ke$ha has signed on to write an illustrated memoir for Touchstone, an imprint of Simon &
Schuster. According to the AP, the book "will feature Ke$ha's 'thoughts and reflections ' and pictures spanning from her childhood to her recent tour."
Lady Gaga was named this week as one of five recipients of the LennonOno Grant For Peace, honoring her
work for LGBT equality and acceptance. Other winners include Pussy Riot and the late Christopher Hitchens.

Taken 2

The New York Daily News reported that Twitter users sent a record 10.3 million tweets during last week's
Denver Presidential Debate between President Obama and Mitt Romney.

Hotel Transylvania/ Hotel Transylvania 3D
1:25 p.m., 6:55 p.m./4:10 p.m., 9:10 p.m.

Lena Dunham, creator of the HBO cult hit Girls, signed a $3.7 million contract with Random House for
her book Not That Kind of Girl: A Young Woman Tells You What She's Learned.

1:35 p.m., 4:20 p.m., 7:15 p.m., 9:40 p.m.

Frankenweenie/Frankenweenie 3D
1:30 p.m., 7:20 p.m./4:15 p.m., 9:20 p.m.

RAILROAD SQUARE CINEMAS
Farewell, My Queen

2:50 p.m., 4:55 p.m., 7:00 p.m.
Samsara
2:40 p.m., 7:15 p.m., 9:15 p.m. (Sat/Sun only)
Arbitrage
2:30 p.m., 4:30 p.m., 6:50 p.m., 8:50 p.m. (Fri/Sat), 12:25
p.m. Sat/Sun)
The Master
4:40 p.m., 12:00 p.m. (Sat/Sun only)
The Rolling Stones: Live in Texas 1978
Sat: 12:30 p.m.. Sun: 7:00 p.m.

The 2012 Nobel Prize for Literature will be awarded on Thursday, Oct. 11.
Kelly Marcel, the co-creator of the FOX show Terra Nova and a possible reboot of P.L. Travers' novel Mary
Poppins, will adapt 50 Shades of Grey for the big screen.
Mythbusters' Adam Savage and Jamie Hyneman have put the decade-long Titanic door debate to rest.
On Sunday's episode, they proved that Jack and Rose could have both survived on top of the floating
door post-sinking if they had tied a lifejacket to the bottom of the wood. Titanic creator James Cameron
was impressed, but don't expect a alternate ending anytime soon. "Jack...has to die," Cameron said in the
episode. "So maybe we screwed up and the board should have been a little tiny bit smaller, but the dude's
goin' down."
Get out your blanket, football and pitiful Christmas tree—Charlie Brown and the gang are back! According to the AP, a new Peanuts film is going to be released in November of 2015, marking the 65th anniversary of the comic strip and the 50th anniversary of "A Charlie Brown Christmas," one of the most wellknown and arguably the most beloved TV specials of the 20th century. No news yet about the storyline,
but the screenplay is being written by Peanuts creator Charles Schulz's son and grandson.

The manifesto of the rational sports fan
Let 's all just be
a little smarter
about our sports

Let 's have a talk , you and me.
Face to face. I' ve been meaning to bring this up for a while.
You 're a sports fan, at least from
what I can infer about the section
you 're reading right now. And
that 's good. Great, really. Sports
are fun. 1 like them too. Lots of
peop le do. But the thing I've
wanted to tell you for a while
is that you 're probably doing it
wrong. You're being a fan all
wrong. Hut I' m here to hel p ! So
that 's good.
I'd be willing to bet that you
don 't like being told you 're
w rong. Don 't fret though , because there 's safety in numbers.
Most of your friends are probably wrong, too. If you 're anything like me, your dad helped
you get into sports, and he 's
probably even wrong-er than
you. And don 't even get me
started on grandpas.
Until this article inevitably
goes viral. I can assume that if
you ' re reading it , you 're a Colby student in addition to the
already-established fact that

you 're a sports fan. During
my intermittent Facebooking
while w r i t i n g this piece , I saw
a Huff ington Post link that told
me that Colby has some of the
best professors in the country.
But we already knew that. We
are well aware of the elite status of this college. We 're smart
cookies w h o learn a lot and
apply our excellent problemsolving skills and knowledge
bases to fields of academic interest and well beyond.
But we don 't do it in sports.
I' ve watched sports with a lot
Of people in my life, Colby or
otherwise. And it 's time we, as
a sports-watching society, got
smarter about it.
In most areas of our life, logic
and reason guide our actions , at
least ostensibly. And even if we
don 't, we know that we should.
We know that we should vote
for a president based on policies rather than hairstyles. The
alternative would seem preposterous; a standard of action and
discourse that doesn 't enter the
realm of the sensible. Yet , this
is how most of us conduct sports
discussion: purely based on our
emotions and our feelings and
our dated cultural values.
"Yo Tim , shut up about the
no-hitter! If you talk about it he
won 't finish it!" That sentence is
embarrassing by any rational account, yet it 's been said to me by
smart people for my whole life.
The insinuation that I, sitting on
my butt on a couch in front of a
television , have even the remot-

est iota of control over a pitcher 's ability to prevent a hit , is
just about the most nonsensical
thing in the world. It 's literally a
textbook example of the Post hoc
ergo propter hoc logical fallacy
in the text used in Dan Cohen 's
PL151 {a course I highly recommend taking).
And it isn 't merely stupid that
people think that my talking about
an event will have bearing on its
occurrence (be it a no-hitter, or a
game-winning touchdown or a
last-minute three-pointer), it greatly detracts from the viewing experience of those of us who are willing to abide by the stipulations of
reason. Sure, you could argue that
I'm the one ruining the viewing
experience talking about the taboo
subject, but when I' m objectively
right about the actual impact of me
talking about the no-hitter, there
is no valid reason to defer to your
viewingexperience.
And this is far from the only
breakdown of rational thoug ht
when it comes to sports fandom. Another pervasive thought
process (and , yet again, one
that is a textbook example of a
logical fallacy) is what 's widel y
known as the Gambler 's Fallacy.
You probabl y know it as saying someone's "due." Consider:
it 's late in the fourth quarter of
a late-season NBA game, and
the Heat are dow n by two to the
Celtics. Lebron is 1-2 from the
free throw line. You know he 's
a 75 percent shooter from the
line , and 1-2 is lower than what
we 'd expect based on that. He 's

more likely to hit these two shots
than he would be otherwise, because that would mean he would
reach his 75 percent career mark,
right? But you know how likely
he actually is to make those free
throws? Seventy-five percent
likely, for each one. Lebron 's being 1-2 from the line today has
no bearing on future events. And
the absurdity of the opposing argument is clear,
when you clearly
delineate the essence of it.
I could write
about the stupid things that
sports fans think
for 7,000 more
w ords.
Alas,
have
I
don't
the room. But
1 can manage
to squeeze one
more in , and it 's
one that many of
us are far more
guilty of than
we'd ever care to
admit. And it has
everything to do
w ith the eye test.
When
we're
watching sports,
the natural tendency
is, for
whatever reason,
extreme and inappropriate extrapolation. Joe
Flacco makes one bad pass outside the numbers, and so many of
us arc all too willing to attribute
the memory of that instant to his

This season, Michaeles is
joined by new assistant coaches
Matt Hanhold, Travis Lueck and
Steve Opgenorth. He has enjoyed
the arrangement so far. "1 think
our focus and sole goal is to bring
in the best people we can find as
far as caring about the mission of
the program and its place within
the overall environment of Colby
College, and 1 think we've done
that ," he said.
Hanhold, Lueck and Opgenorth
are all knowledgeable about the
positions they 're coaching, cocaptain Amato '13 said. "They
bring a lot of experience to the
game and a lot of new energy, and
it 's clear that they share the same
excitement that Coach Michaeles
has and Coach [Tom] Dexter, and
so they 've been a terrific addition
so far to the season."

Throughout his time on the
Hill , Michaeles has emphasized
the importance of academic
achievement. When he arrived
in 2004, he created what he describes as "an academic initiative
that helps transition our first year
students into College life," taking into account that first-years
come from a variety of different secondary schools. He also
helped alter the structure of the
football study hall. "Colby 's
team grade point average has
gone up since his arrival ," a
Feb. 23 press release noted. Last
spring specifically, "we did have
an excellent performance in the
classroom relative to the previous year," Michaels said.
Michaeles said , "1 think our
goals as a program this year are
to leave it better than we found

it—that 's an overlying goal of
our team."
He added , "When we make
progress in the classroom, when
we make progress on campus,
then you 're at ease on the field ,
and when you 're at ease on the
field , then you perform at a
higher level."
This is a view his captains
echo. As Amato said, "For John
and myself, we've just encouraged the juniors and seniors to
be kind of that role model that
Coach Michaeles talks about, to
be the kid in the classroom getting
it done with the grades, being respectful on a Saturday night, being a fantastic athlete and portraying that to the younger kids that
this is what it means to be a Colby
football player—that we do it in
all facets of college."

Trust the
numbers, not
your eyes. If
the world was
based on the
eye test, your
car wouldn 't
drive, your
computer
wouldn't turn
on, and the
Bud Light
you're sipping
on would taste
even worse.

Michaelessteps in as coach
From FOOTBALL, Page 1

between the two coaches. "There
was a little bit of a transition period, but coming into it , we knew
Coach Michaeles very well , we
trusted him , had faith in his ability, so it was a very seamless transition ," co-captain John Gilboy
'13 said.
In a follow-up e-mail , Gilboy said that "althoug h [Michaeles and Mestieri] are two
different people with different
styles and personalities , they
both understand the tradition of
Colby football."
Gilboy said the identity of the
team hasn't changed, but "the team
is more aware of other aspects of
our lives and what we have to do
to bolster all those activities."

entire career. "Oh yeah, Flacco
sucks at throwing to the sidelines." Never mind that Ffacco
has excelled at this since he came
into the league.
There are two points buried in
this example - the first is that it
is intellectually reprehensible to
extrapolate a handful of throws
in the third quarter of one game
to a condemnation of an entire
career, yet we do
it all the time; it 's
as if we're willing to throw everything we know
about sample size
out the window.
The larger, and
I think more important , point is
that the "eye test "
has no validity
whatsoever. We
know far, far too
much about cognitive psychology
(and the biases
inherent therein)
to buy into the
idea that amateurs
watching
an event on television have proficiency in judging an athlete 's
ability; what 's far
worse is when we
think that this eye
test can supersede mathematical
evidence that has piled up over
the years.
I'll let you in on a little secret; if something exists in

NOAH KOPP/THE COLBY ECHO

Coach Jonathan Michaeles is starting his first season as head coach.
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By Sarah Lyon, Editor-in-Chief

A year after membersof the football team were disciplined in connection with a sexual misconduct
incident, this year's players and head
coach are readyto move forward.
Though issues of privacy prevented new Head Coach Jonathan
Michaeles from being involved
in much discussion regarding the
situation while the investigation
was taking place last fall, he said
he chose to address it at the team's
first meeting of the season. "I think
to not talk about it is irresponsible,"
he said "We dealt with it openly
and candidly during the recruiting
process last year while I wasn't even
the head coach—it was certainly the
elephant in the room, and there's no
need to try to hide from the truth as
we knew it"
The conversationoccurred when
telling prosrxxtive players what the
team is looking for in a recruit, Michaelessaid "We are lookingfor good
people, who put a high premium on
success, who want to make Colby a
better place, and particularly in the
wake of first semester's occurrences. ..we want mat no matter what, but
it was reallyforcedto the forefront..."
Michaeles said that the program
does want to move on. "You can't let
something tike that anchor you down,
you use it as best you can as a teaching tool and an opportunityto learn..."
"It's a touchy issue for us," said
John Gilboy '13, one of the two
captains this year."Members on the
team were involved in said incident
the football team was not involved in
said incident...As a community,we
have to be moreaware of what goes
on on a Saturdaynight what goeson
in the dorm rooms {after] academic
hours, so it's not so much a team issue or addressed to the team, it's just
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sports, it 's provable mathematically. If Joe Flacco can make a
great throw to the outside of the
field , the data will report that.
Trust the numbers, not your
eyes. If the world was based on
the eye test , your car wouldn 't
drive , your computer wouldn 't
turn on , and the Bud Light
you 're sipp ing while watching
the ALDS would taste worse
than it already does. Rob Neyer, formerly of ESPN and now
with SBNation , has an excellent
quote when it comes to trusting
your first-hand experience: "it
is perhaps impossible for anyone to be completely objective
about anything. The best we
can do, as reviewers or critics
or commentators or anal ysts, is
to be up-front about our biases,
our loves, and our dreams."
So, act like you 've been
there before . Use your brain
when you 're watching sports.
Play by the rules of logic and
reason - you 've proven willing
to do it in other parts of your
life. I' m not saying you have to
bow at the altar of sabermetrics
(although I can scoot over and
make room if you 'd like). I'm
not saying you need to compile
spreadsheets of player data (it 's
fun! I swear). Just be rational ,
be logical and make sports
make sense.
The emotional connection we
maintain to sports is not dependenton
delusion. We need not sacrifice truth
for beautywhen it comesto sports.
You're a smart person. It's time to
start watching sports like one.

addressing us as young people on a
college campus...."
A Sept. 20 press release posted
on the College's website prior to
the team's first game of the season noted that "[ljikely no team
in the NESCAC will have less
experience at quarterbackthan the
Mules," and "ftjhe Mules lost five
of their top six pass catchers from
a year ago."
"We are very young, certainly,
and I think that would have happened anyhow, but we lost a couple
guys due to the incident...but we
have also suffered some injuries
in that what is our junior class,"
Michaeles said. He noted that the
team—which currently includes 49
first and second-year students—has
lost experienced players over the
last year and a half
As for certain players not returning because of suspensions, "That's
really not somethingwe're thinking
too much about" Gilboy said. "We
p lay with who we've got. Injuries
happen...you really can't control
some of that sniff."
"We're not a team that makes excusesfor anythingor looks backupon
and says we should havedone something differently,and it would be better if we had X player or Y player,"
Amato added. "We're really looking
towards the future with who we got
and we'll play with whoeverwe have
on Saturday...We don't look in the
past too much as to what we could
have been if we had certainplayers."
Michaeles said that any setback
can be viewed as an opportunity.
"It's an opportunity for other
people to step up and demonstrate
that they're capable of performing," he said. "I think in college
athletics, that's what it's about—
you're faced with adversity, and
if something can be gained from
this, let 's find a way to take a positive out of it."

W Soccer splits weekendgames
Colby bounces
back f rom loss
to rival Bowdoin

Bowdoin finally broke through ner kicks to Bowdoin 's one)
in the 81st minute on a header and struggled to Finish their
by forward Morgan Woodhouse scoring chances all game long.
'14. Kiersten Turner *16 earned Annie Papadellis ' 14, Madan assist on the tally. The goal die Tight '15 and Alex Yorke
proved to be all Bowdoin would *14 accounted for most of the
need to secure a victory, as the Mules ' offense, each firing off
Polar Bears, after holding Col- two shots. Sophomore goalBy ZACHARY ELLENTHAL
by scoreless for the remainder keeper Emily Brook stopped
STAFF WRITER
of the game, went on to win 2-0 six of the eight shots Bowdoin
after midfielder Alexa Yurick directed on net.
The Colby women 's soccer '15 converted on a sh6t from
The loss to the Polar Bears
team hosted the first of two New in close just five minutes after marked the Mules ' second conEngland Small College Athletic taking the lead. The insurance secutive conference loss and
Conference (NESCAC) con- goal thwarted any hope of a dropped their record to 2-3 in
tests this past Saturday, Oct. 6, Colby comeback.
the NESCAC.
at Loebs Field against the BowThe Colby attack had plenty
On Sunday, Oct. 7, the stodoin Polar Bears (7-1 overall , of opportunities to take the lead ryline was reversed. Looking
3-1 in the NESCAC).
in the first half, but could not to snap their modest two-game
After playing to a score- beat goalkeeper Bridget Mc- losing streak , the women faced
less tie last season, the Mules Carthy ' 16, who recorded a off against the Wesleyan Cardropped this year 's match in clean sheet for the Polar Bears. . dinals. This time around , the
heartbreaking fashion. The The Mules recorded only five Mules flipped the script from
two teams traded chances for shots on goal over 90 minutes the previous afternoon and
the majority of the game until (despite being awarded six cor- prevailed with a 2-0 victory of
their own , salvaging a crucial victory to even their
conference record
at 3-3.
Abby Hatch *15
opened the scoring at the 24-minute mark , coming
off a pass from
Papadellis.
The
Mules clung to
their one-goal lead
through the conclusion of the first
half, but elevated
their play in the
second
half to hold
NUAHKUPFVTMfc LULBY EtHO
Crysti Tsujiura '14 controls the ball in front of two Wesleyan defenders. Colby would win 2-0. off the Cardinals.

The Mules doubled their lead
when senior tri-captain Kate
Laxson ' 13 received a pass from
Crysti Tsujiura '14 and deposited it in the back of the net.
The Mules outshot Wesleyan
12 to five in the second half (18
to 11 over the course of the entire game), working to ensure
that the Cardinals would not
even the score. Brook recorded
a clean sheet , turning aside all
six shots directed on net.
The victory ran Colby 's record to 6-3 overall.
The Mules face a challenging schedule this coming week
with three road games in just
five days. The road trip begins
Wednesday against the University of Southern Maine (2-9
overall) and concludes with
back-to-back NESCAC matchups against Amherst College
(6-1-1 overall, 4-1-1 in the NESCAC) and Hamilton College
(6-2-1 overall , 4-2-1 in the NESCAC). The latter two matchups will be a good barometer
to determine where the Mules
stand in the NESCAC.
Last season, the Mules also
payed the above three schools
back-to-back-to-back
games,
resulting in a 2-0 victory over
the Huskies , a 5-1 loss to the
Lord Jeffs and a 1-0 triumph
against the Continentals.
Colby currently sits at the
sixth rank in the NESCAC
and is in position to make the
playoffs, which are set to be
played between October 27
and November 4.

Colby men 's soccer falls to Bowdoin at home, winless in NESCAC

DEVASTATOROF THE WEEK

Justin Ciero '16
SPORT:

__

^

Football

O C5 C

POSITION:
Quarterback
HOMETOWN:

^-^ ^""' ^-^
Total yards fro m
scrimmage

Chappaqua , N.Y.
WHY: In just his third collegiate game , Ciero passed for 283 yards and three touchdowns while avoiding any interceptions. He
also gained 102 yards rushing on 21 attempts. To this Ciero added a crucial rushing touchdown late in the contest to put
Colby back on top of the Cardinals.
BY THE NUMBERS
2: Touchdowns caught by Derrick Beasley '13
against Wesleyan in his first game at wide receiver. Prior to this game, Beasley had lined up
exclusively at defensive back in his career.
39: Teams that the Colby women 's cross
country team defeated en route to a fourthplace finish at the James Earley Cross Country Invitational meet.
4: Interceptions made by Jason Buco '15
through the first three games of the season ,
the team 's only interceptions.

WEIMING HUANGmiE COLBY ECHO

NickAubin ' 13 takes on a Bowdoin midfielder as captain Andrew Meisel '13 looks on. Colby would go on to lose 2-0 and remain winless in NESCAC p lay.

Golf endsyear with CBB loss

Season ends with
third p l a cfeinishin
Sid Farr tourney

we needed." Martin shot a 90,
eight strokes behind Pete Gabranski ' 13 who had the lowest
Colby score. Tripp Huber '13
followed him with an 85, Craig
Marshall ' 15 scored 89, and
Anthony Raymond '14 finished
By ADELE PRIESTLY
with a 91. The team total of
STAFF WRITER
437 put them 32 strokes behind
Bowdoin (405), who won the
The Colby golf team closed tournament , and 18 strokes beits season with a double-head- hind a Bates team that finished
er weekend. On Saturday, Oct. second with a 421.
6 they traveled to the MarThe Sid Farr tournament
tindale
Country
was played in
Club to play in
a match play
the Colby-Batesformat against
Bowdoin (CBB)
Bates. Match
Tournament. The
play pits indifollowing
day
vidual golfers
they hosted Bates
from separate
at
Waterville
teams against
Country Club in
one
another ,
the annual Sid
and the winner
Farr Tournament.
of each hole
The Mules bee f f e c t i v e 1y
gan their weekend
wins a point
with a rough start ,
Taggie Martir j toward a final
placing third at the
Class of 201:j total. The Bobcats took five
CBB Tournament.
victories
out
"It just wasn 't our
day,"
of the seven
co-captain
Taggie Martin '13
matches; Marsaid at the end of the match. tin and Marshall had the only
"The greens were lough, and we two winning matches of the
didn 't quite have the focus that day for the Mules.

Though the golf team was hoping to put a few more victories under their belt before the end of the
season, they are celebrating an impressive individual achievement.
After two good rounds in the New
England Small College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC) Qualifiers
last weekend, Martin was named
to the 2012 NESCAC Golf AllConference Second Team. Since

2000, no other golfer from Colby
has earned NESCAC honors twice
in a career, and only three others
have made the team a first time.
Because only the top four
teams from Qualifiers continue
to compete during the spring season, Colby will be putting away
its clubs until next year. "We
had a good run ," Martin said.
"Brine on the snow. "

"The greens
were tough ,
and we didn 't
quite have the
focus that we
needed."

PH6T6 C &UR T ESY OF JULIAVNA HAUBNER

Golf standout Craig Marshall 15 finished third among Colby Golfers.

STANDINGS

STATISTICS

W. Soccer spirts
NESCAC matchups
against Bowdoin
and Wesleyan

turn
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Footballsuffers controversialloss Cross Country
runs in Mass.

Colby drops, close
game to division
rival Wesleyan
By THOMAS ATTAL
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Facing Wesleyan College
on homecoming weekend , the
Colby football team was unable to gain their first win of
the season, ultimately falling
31-28 to the Cardinals amid
controversy. Despite monumental performances from
first-year quarterback Justin
Ciero and defensive back Derrick Beasley '13 , the Mules
now have no win^ and three
losses on the season.
Much as was the case last
week , the Mules suffered a
loss despite a strong start by
allowing their opponents to
come back. The game could
not have started better for

Colby, as Ciero helped Beasley celebrate his first start at
wide receiver by hitting him
for an eight-yard touchdown
to cap a 75-yard drive. After
Wesleyan tied it up, Beasley
caught his second eight-yard
score of the half to give the
Mules the lead back as intermission approached.
After the Cardinals evened
it up, Jason Buco '15 made
two huge p lays to shift the
momentum back into Colby 's
favor. With Wesleyan driving for the lead , Buco made
his fourth interception in just
three games. He then followed that up by reeling in a
94-yard touchdown pass from
Ciero. It took Wesleyan only
20 seconds to even the score
once more.
In the fourth and final quarter , the drama continued. Ciero furthered his career day by
banging in a five-yard touchdown run to open the quarter.
With just five minutes to go ,

Colby was unable to get a punt
off following a bad snap and
were forced to surrender the
ball at their own 38-yard line .
A three-and-out to respond to
a Wesleyan touchdown then
allowed a 20-yard field goal
to give the Cardinals a three
point lead with just over thirty
seconds left to play.
Despite p laying with no
timeouts , Colby quickly got to
the Wesleyan 40-yard line after Beasley caught a 40-yard
pass from Ciero. Ciero then
found Indigo Dow *13 at the
Cardinal 22-yard line for a
first down that would have put
Colby within field goal range .
However, despite protest from
the Mules that the first down
should have stopped the clock ,
officials ultimately ruled that
time had run out and Wesleyan
had escaped with the win.
The loss was certainly a
frustrating one, but that doesn 't
mean there weren 't significant
upsides for Coach Michaeles.

In just his third collegiate
game , Ciero finished with 283
passing yards for three touchdowns and zero interceptions as
well as 102 yards on the ground
with a rushing score. Beasley 's
move to wide receiver was extremely successful as well as he
finished with 46 yards on three
catches including two touchdowns. Furthermore , Buco continued to dominate defensively
as he remains the only member
of the team to record an interception this season and continues to contribute offensively as
well at wide receiver.
Colby will now have to continue its trend of keeping calm
and carrying on through adversity. The Mules travel to play
Amherst away on Saturday, October 13 at 1 p.m. When the two
squads faced off last season , the
Mules fell 31-7 at home before
eventually falling in the second round of the New England
Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) playoffs.

WEIMING HUANG/THE COLBY ECHC

The Colby defensive line prepares to take on the Wesleyan offense. The unit would record two sacks on the day as well as an interception.

FieldHockeylosesto Bowdoin
D. Illpowerhouse
proves too much
f or Mule def ense
By HIB SCHENCK
STAFF WRITER

After two wins and a loss
in a busy week at the end of
September , the Colby field
hockey team was rewarded
with the small break of not
having a weekday game this
past week. However , the
Mules still played back-toback games during parents
weekend. On Saturday, Oct.
6 the Mules took on the sixth
ranked Bowdoin Polar Bears
and on Sunday Colby played
host to the Cardinals of Wesleyan University.
The first game of the weekend featured possibly the
toughest opponent the Mules
have faced thus far this season
in the Polar Bears , a perennial
national powerhouse in field
hockey. This was the fourth
straight week that Colby has
faced a nationall y ranked opponent , and Bowdoin quickly
demonstrated that they deserve their ranking. Despite

ten saves from Michelle Burt its lead to 3-1 on a goal in the two minutes later on a strike
'14 , who turned in yet another
53rd minute. The score stayed off a penalty corner to extend
strong performance in net for that way until Erin Maguire their lead back to two, 4-2.
the Mules , Colby lacked the ' 15 scored her fifth goal of the The tight win put Wesleyan
at 5-4 overall and 2-0 on the
horses to stay with Bowdoin , season to cut the deficit to just
weekend , while the Mules fell
falling by a score of 3-0 af- one goal.
ter surrendering a 25-1 shot
At that point , Mules ' Coach to 4-6 overall.
Colby will search for its first
advantage and not forcing Tina Cormier pulled Burt , who
the Polar Bear net-minder to had another great performance confrerence win again this week,
make a single save. Bowdoin with 13 saves to keep Colby in as the Mules travel to Amherst,
improved to 8-1 on the season the game , from the net in fa- Mass and Clinton, N.Y. to take on
vor of an extra attacker to try Amherst and Hamilton Colleges,
while Colby fell to 4-5.
On Sunday, Colby hosted to even the score before time respectively. The fall break trip
Wesleyan , hoping to notch ran out. The comeback win marks the first road games Colby
its first conference win of the was not to be , however , as the will have played since a Septemseason. Things started off well Cardinals sealed their victory ber 22nd loss at Tufts.
for the Mules as
freshman Misha
Strage notched a
goal off of an assist from junior
Caitlin Murray.
However , Wesleyan would not
stay in a position to lose for
evening
long,
the score just
two
minutes
later. Wesleyan
took the lead
nine
minutes
later and carried it into the
half , 2-1. After
the half , WesWEIMING HUANG/THE COLDV f CHC
leyan extended Colbyf i e l hockey
ploversfight for a ball in a 4-2 loss to Wesleyan. The defeat dropped the Mulesto 4-6.
d

Women excel,
placing f ourth
out of 43 teams
By PETER CRONKITE
STAFF WRITER

At the James Earley Cross
Country Invitational at Westfield State in Mass., the men 's
and women 's cross country
teams competed in their last
meets of the year before facing the critical Maine State
Champ ionships on Saturday.
Now, several weeks into
the season , the teams had a
sense of how their race strategies would play out , and had
to run their p layers with next
week in mind.
The Westfield Invitational
is an important competition
that includes several New
England Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC)
rivals running against the
Mules, but Colby was not at
full force. As the season progresses, runners tire and wear
down. "Some of our guys
were beat up, " Jeff Hale '15
said , one of the men 's usual
top runners benched for Saturday 's race event. "We need
to be resting up for more important races."
Among the resting speedsters for the men 's team was
captain Brian Desmond '13.
Often their top runner, Desmond left a noti table hole
in the Mules ' lineup. Senior
Luke Doherty Munro ran a
personal best , and first-year
Chase Brown continued his
standout season , but the team
failed to place among the top
scorers, as it could not reach
past ninth often teams. Brown
ran for 45th p lace in the race ,
tops among Colby runners ,
followed by Charlie Coffman
'15 and Munro , in 46th and
49th respectively. "He 's having a great first year," David
White '15 said about Brown ,

"he's improving every week ,
he 's realt y getting accustomed
to the longer college races."
The Colby women overcame
their shortened roster and
completed the race with a very
strong fourth p lace finish. In
the field of 43 teams , the NESCAC nearly swept the top five
in team points; Westfield took
the fifth spot , while rival New
England colleges Middlebury,
Amherst and Wellesley came
in ahead of Colby. A fourth
place finish puts the girls in
good standing heading into
next week's championships
against Maine opponents , several of which were present at
Westfield as well. Nearly five
hundred women ran in the invitational. Colby was primarily represented by runners Eva
Lauer '15 and Kate Connolly
' 14, who finished 11th and
18th overall , respectively, with
their school's fastest times.
Competitive performances
from underclassmen Brown,
Coffman , and White bode well
for the Mules ' chances next
week, when they will have all
runners back. "We're really
excited because we 'll have our
full strength," Coffman said.
"We 've been working all season for the state meet ," added
White , "It 's a big rival meet
and we want to make a statement that we can contend for
a top ten spot at Division III
New England." Next week's
meet will feature a fierce
matchup between Colby, Bowdoin , Bates and the University
of Southern Maine. Bowdoin
and Bates are national powerhouses in Division III , and the
Mules have not defeated USM
in the seven-year tenure of
current coach Jared Beers. If
there was ever a year designed
for a Colby victory however, it
is certainly this year. "We have
the deepest and most talented
Colby team in a long time ,"
Hale said. "Next week is going to be huge , we don 't know
what their plan is , if they rested top guys, but it will be a lot
of fun. "

Colby
On Deck

THIS WEEK'S FEATURED GAMES
MEN'S SOCCER VS.
WILLIAMS
SATURDAY, OCT. 20 AT 1
1A.M.

FOOTBALL VS. HAMILTON

SATURDAY, OCT. 20 AT 12 P.M.

WOMEN'S SOCCER VS.
WILLIAMS

SATURDAY, OCT. 20 AT 1:30 P.M.
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